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ESTABLISHED 1875
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ACCEPT AND DEFEND TH^
52 NUMBERS:

TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND

$1.50 IN ADVANCE

V O L U M E FIFTY -O N E.

C O L L E G E V IL L E . PA.. T H U R SD A Y . A U G U S T 13. 1925.
T H E “ H O M E P A P E R ” O F T H E M ID D L E SE C T IO N O F P R O S P E R O U S M O N TG O M ERY CO U N TY

There seems to be a nectar
In the very air today,
The flowers shed a fragrance
And a beauty o’er the way.
The birds are singing sweetly
Prom a shady little grove,
Life is attuned to beauty
Mother Nature beams with love.

Rebecca E. Casselberry, widow of
C. Wigton Casselberry, died on F ri
day at the home of her son, Morgan
Casselberry, Collegeville, aged 55
years. Two children survive—the son
aforementioned and Mrs. Wilson Undercoffler, of Norristown. The funeral
was held on Tuesday at 2 p. m. In
terment in the Episcopal cemetery,
Evansburg; undertaker, J. L. Bechtel.

OBJECT TO SUNDAY DANCING

JUDGE PLAYED POLITICS,

AT INDIAN HEAD PARK

.SAYS DARROW,

CLOSE GAMES FEATURE
Be r r y l e a g u e c o n t e s t s |

HlifSI
RAMBLING AT RANDOM

j

NEWS FROM TRAPPE

COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS

PERKIOMEN LEAGUE STANDING
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cassel, of
BY JAY HOWARD ^
Chicago, Aug. 11.—Clarence DarCamp No. 240, P. O. S. of A., of
W.
L*. Pc.
4
.714 'ElllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllliliiillllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHimiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiB Souderton, Mr. Jacob Harley, of Phil Douglassville, observed its fiftieth an
row, defense counsel in the John T. Trooper ........... v
Schwenksville .
... 9
5
.643
adelphia, and Miss Eleanor Ford, of niversary with a banquet.
Scope Tennessee evolution trial, to Collegeville ...
6
.571
...............
Germantown, were the Sunday guests
8
.429
“Feed the Brute!”
day charged th at Judge John T. Ranl- Oaks
Skippack . . . . . .
9
.364
Chester police are breaking up the
Some years ago an essay contest of Rev. J. K. Bowers and family.
ston, who presided at the trial, used Graterford . . . .
.
.
.
4
10
.286
The good old earth is teeming
practice of children riding pushmowas
conducted
with
the
following
sub
the case to further his own political
With a bounteous supply,
On Saturday afternoon Schwenks
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Stover and biles and using roller skates on the
And gives a faithful promise
ambitions. ' Mr. Darrow, who is in ville virtually Selled (not sold) Col ject for the contestants to write
Of a harvest by and by.
family,
of Philadelphia, spent Sunday
Greeley, Colo., made his charges in a legeville out of their pennant aspira about: “How to Make Man Agree •with Mr. and Mrs. David Buckwalter streets.
When all the trees appearing
In their varied colored dress,
telegram to the Chicago Daily News tions. The long and lanky Sell who able.” Man' in this instance meant and family.
Charged with throwing rocks at mo
Will beautify the landscape
in answer to criticism of Mr. Dar- cavorts around short stop was directly all human beings in general. The
With a robe of loveliness.
torists traveling along the Pottsville
Marie Markley, daughter of John
row’s conduct at the trial voiced by responsible for so rudely shattering winning essay contained but three
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Schatz and Miss pike near Mohrsville, Morris Wanner,
The voice of Mother Nature
and Ellen Markley, of 219 Prospect
magic words, “Feed the Brute.”
Judge Raulston in an ■address here Collegeville’s pennant hopes.
Anna Schatz visited Dr. and Mrs. A> aged 22, was committed to jail.
Pills my soul with ecstasy.
The
street, Phoenixville, died on Monday
I find a wealth of beauty
last Sunday a t a memorial meeting Royersford athlete made 4 put outs
Every happy and contented married O. Kisner, of Bethlehem, o n , Sunday.
In each heavy laden tree.
aged118 months. Funeral on Wednes
for William Jennings Bryan. Judge and had 7 assists. He featured "three Woman uses this magic recipe to make
More than 200 persons attended the
All through the season’s changes
Mrs. Frank Snyder and Mr. Harry outing given by the McClintic-Marday at 2 p. m. Interment in Lower
Just to listen and to look,
Raulston in his address referred par fast double plays, Sell to Berkey, her home life happy. A wise wife will
I learn a valued lesson
A.
Moser,
of
Philadelphia,
are
spend
Providence Presbyterian cemetery;
ticularly to citing Mr. Darrow for con which cut off promising Collegeville never ask friend hubby for that new
shall Construction Company, of Potts
Prom Nature’s story book.
ing the week at the home of Mr. and town, to its employees at Carsonia
undertaker, J. L. Bechtel.
tempt
and
said
Mr.
Bryan
asked
that
$50.00
hat
the
minute
he
puts
his
foot
rallies each time. He pulled off* all
MRS. HENRY ARMSTRONG
Mrs. William Moser.
Park.
leniency be. shown his adversary. Mr. kinds of circus catches and freak inside the door after a hard day’s
Dorchester, Mass.
Darrow’s
telgram
to
the
News
fol
Miss Meta Widdicombe, of Phoenix
work,
all
tired
out,
nervous,
irritable
FIREMEN’S CARNIVAL ABBRE
stops just at critical times to keep the
Plans to celebrate the semicenten
lows:
home team from scoring the winning and hungry. Oh! No! He’d probably ville, was the guest of Miss Gertrude nial of Sellersville are being formula
VIATED BY RAIN. CONTINUED
ABOUT TOWN NOTES
“Judge Raulston was elected on a ru n s." Then in the tenth with the bark out. “What! Another hat why Sturges, last week.
ting, but no definite date has been set.
fluke and is now campaigning for re- score tied he doubled and scored you just got one last week! Do you
EVENT SATURDAY EVENING,
Mr. and Mrs. E arl Garis and son
election this ffill. The trial was part Schwenksville’s wining run when think I’m made of money? What’s of Souderton, spent Sunday with Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Schatz and
Although 84 years old, William H.
AUGUST 15
of his campaign. He called the Grand Goodyear left Sarni’s roller go thru amatter that supper isn’t ready yet? and Mrs. Carl F. Bowers.
family spent the week end at Spring
B. Diehl, living near Quakertown,
Jury and asked them to indict Scopes his legs.
Was that buhch of Sewing Circle Gos
The carnival of the Collegeville fire
Valley, Pa,
walks five miles daily to and from his.
Mrs. William U. Helffrich, of Bath, work.
in a hurry so that the case could be
sips sponging here again this after
men on the lot corner of Main ^street
George
Moore
on
the
mound
for
Col
Dr. and Mrs. S. D. Cornish and and west Third avenue, last Satur
tried in his district. The indictment legeville deserved a better fate. Af noon. Well, rush supper right along. is spending the week With her father
children are taking a trip througn day evening, brought together hun
Coroner Rorke and' County Detec
was illegal, as it was brought too soon ter getting off to a poor start in the' I wanta eat. I got some work Mr. Daniel Shuler, and family.
Maine.
tive
Tulley are investigating the find
after convening of a special Grand first inning he settled down and I wanta do yet tonight. The hats you
dreds of patrons and, until about ten
Mr. and Mrs, Wilson Maute and son
Jury, so the Judge had him re-indicted pitched the Legion batters dizzy but got now are good enough.”
Gilbert visited Mr, and Mrs. Joseph ing of a dead baby at Boyertown.
Mr. and Mrs. Morvin Godshall and o’clock, all the waiters were kept very
a month later, on the day of the trial. poor support set his wonderful hurl
But what she does do is prepare a Robison, of Rahns, on Sunday.
Eating green cucumbers caused the
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Essig spent the busy meeting the requirements of the
“On Sunday, three days before the ing to naught. Only one Legion bat nice big cooked supper with hubby’s
large throng of attendants. In the
death
of 3-year-old daughter of Frank
week end in Pike county.
Mr, James Munck and daughter
case was closed, Mr. Bryan spoke ter reached first after the first inning favorite dessert, just like mother used
midst of a rushing business Jupiter
Urch, of Mt. Carbon.
Miss
Alice'
Munck,
-are
residing
with
twice in Dayton. Raulston was pres until the seventh when George's sup to make. She goes tq extra pains to
Mr. B arrett visited Mr. and Mrs. Pluvius rudely intruded enough wet
The Woman’s Auxiliary donated
ent at both meetings and sat on the port weakened and three errors and have the supper all ready sq that Mr, and Mrs. I, N, Parson, of Wil
ness to end the activities of the carn
F. J. Clamer one day last week.
$400
toward a new X-ray machine for
mington,
Delaware,
for
the
present.
platform
at
one.
He
paraded
his
ival. Consequently large quantities
several scratch hits put Schwenks hubby cgn sjt down tq a steaming
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Walt spent of valuable articles were left on the
fundamentalism all through the trial ville in a position to tie tbe score. plate the minute he gets inside the
Mr, J, J, Mahoney, Mrs, E. H. Hein- the Pottstown Homeopathic Hospital.
Sunday in Abington, Pa.
and has given the people of Chicago Next to Moore’s pitching the hitting door. And after he has filled himself ine and Miss Ida Riggs, of Frederick,
hands of the firemen. Therefore it
The Berks County Historical So
a chance to see what kind of trial of Joel Francis (a home tajenter) to his heart’s content and is entirely Maryland, Mrs, Florence Dutrow, of ciety placed a marker in the Mouns
Mrs. Alvin Butler spent several is quite the proper plan to in large
could hpye been held before him.
days with her aunt at Fleetwood and part duplicate the carnival event, at
featured. Joel got 4 hits opt of 5 relaxed after hie hard day’s work, Tiffin, Ohio, and Mrs. Betty Purdy Jones house at Douglessville, con
“It was perfectly proper to call Mr. times at bat. He scored 2 runs hjm- while be is scanning The independent, and daughter, of Washington, D. C., structed in 1716, the oldest in the
the same place, next Saturday even
the Blue Mountains.
Bryan, 3 recognized expert on the self and was responsible for two more. presuming this took place on Wednes visited Rev, and Mrs. S. M. Hensch county.
Miss Dorothy Mentzer, of Lebanon, ing, August 18, when bargains will SUMMER ASSEMBLY
Bible, to testify as to meaning of the In the tenth he gave Collegeville hope day evening, the dishes being all some time last week.
feature
the
final
sales
of
what
prom
Charged with taking an automobile
spent last week in town.
UNUSUALLY SUCCESSFUL story of creation, The questions ask when hp singled but dps tying run cleared up, the wife, wise diplomat,
ises to be another social event of de
from
C. C. Bickel’s garage without
Mr,
and
Mrs.
I.
C.
Brunner
enter
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ludwig spent served benefit and encouragement to
The Summer Assembly attracted an ed him were perfectly civil, but when died on base,' Sheidt pulled off some stealthily approaches the subject tained on Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. Hor permission, Guy Swavely, of Potts
Sunday at Hatfield, Pa.
the fire fighters of Collegeville. The unusually large number of ministers the examination had only commenced sensational fielding for Collegeville. of a new hat, She announces that ace Brunner and family, of East town, was committed to prison.
Miss Catharine Moyer has returned tickets of August 8, remaining in the and other Christian workers to Col the Judge came into Court in the
Wismer started on the mound for neighbor Mrs, Jones just got a new Orange, New Jersey; Mr. and Mrs.
health authorities are enforc
morning
and
took
Mr.
Bryan
off
the
hands
of
patrons,
will
be
accepted
at
legeville last week. The speakers,
from Royersford where she has been
Schwenksville and Was touched rather hat. The new style certainly makes James Bysher, of Ardenheim; Mr. and ingState
the
law
regarding the' sale of raw
stand
without
any
motion
to
that
ef
Mrs,
Jones
look
stunning
and
her
full
value.
Refreshments
will
be
Gifford and Conongsby Gordon, of
spending several weeks.
hard. Francis, who relieved him in
(the wife’s) hat looks like a dilap Mrs. George Baldwin, of Norristown, milk in Chester.
served. Favor the firemen with your Melbourne, Australia, Rev. J. W. Niv fect being made in Court.
the
seventh,
went
much
better.
His
and Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Brunner, of
Rev. and Mrs. John Wetzer and presence and support.
“The Judge may be glad he has a pitching efforts were greatly aided idate dish pan aside of it. The neck town,
While John Boyer and family, of
en* of London England, Dr. Archibald
children, of Altoona, spent Tuesday
limited
education.
One
cannot
always
that
turns
the
head
then
announces
Pottstown,
were at a nearby park a
by
Sell’s
double
plays
and
spectacular
Chrisholm
of
Glasgow,
Scotland;
Dr.
with Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Bartman.
avoid being ignorant, but few boast fielding.
Mr. George Morris entertained his thief stole silverware, etc., valued at
that she wishes she could go to the
PAUL STOUDT, LOCAL CLOTHING John Oswald Reagle, Dr. George W. of it.
Miss Deborah Koons spent SaturRichards and Dr. Milton G. Evans of
The game started with a rush. city tomorrow to leek some new hats brother from Springfield, Massachu $25 from their lunch baskets.
“The 'incident citing me for con Ewing smote the first pitched ball for over and ^he “head” of the house alto setts, several days last week.
'
day with Mr. and Mrs. Horace Koons. • MERCHANT, IN AUTO CRASH
our own country, represented a diver
A fugitive for five weeks after he
tempt is absurd. I did feel a con a single. Sarni sacrificed, Sheidt gether unaware of the clever trap he
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah B. Tyson, of had badly beaten his wife, who still
Turning his eyes away from the sity of talents and personality, but
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hallman are
tempt
for
his
unfairness,
I
did
show
has
fallen
into
asks,
“Hqw
much
mon
Kimberton, and Mr. S. S. Tyson, of is in a hospital, Michael Novack, of
road for a few seconds to remove sev were remarkably harmonious in their it, as often happens by lawyers in' muffed Hetrick's grounder, Berkey
taking a trip over the Great Lakes.
singled scoring Ewing. Hetrick was ey do yqu think you’ll need?”
this borough, spent Sunday with Mrs. Linfield, was held for court.
eral shoe boxes which had fallen un intellectual background and in their
Court.
I
did
not
apologize
as
I
should
Many of the biggest business deals Laura S. Tyson.
Mr. and Mrs. John Gottshalk spent der the brake pedal caused the Buick attitude toward the problems of the
out trying to stretch his advance to
have done. This constantly happens
Sunday at Royersford.
At the fifteenth annual reunion of
touring car of Paul Stoudt, proprietor day. All are men of great ability in Court and the Judge knows it, al third. Deisher singled, Berkey scor in the country involving millions were
Mr. arid Mrs. LeRoy Parson and
Mrs. Carl Urban spent Sunday with of the gents’ furnishings store in Col and together made the program of though it never happened to me be ed on a double steal when Mayer originally started across the lunch daughter, , of Phoenixville, and Mr. the Bechtels at the Bally Mennonite
threw wild to the plate, In College table or in the banquet hall, Bitter and Mrs. Elias Detwiler and daughter, church, Lewis W. Bechtel, of Stowe,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bechtel and fam- legeville, to crash into the rear of the week one of extraordinary merit, fore.’’
ville’s half Sheidt walked, Goodyear enemies time and again after a big of Norristown, visited at the home of was elected president of their asso
The Assembly aims to rise above de
Daniel
Cassel’
s
car
of
Creamery.
The
%;
was safe on Wismer'g muff, Francis banquet has been stowed under their Mr. and Mrs. D, W, Favinger on Sun ciation.
Cassel car was parked in front of nominational distinctions) Problems
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Barr and son
Bechtel’s service station along Main of religion and civilization are con SUCCESSFUL FARMERS’ PICNIC singled scoring Sheidt and Tyson's belts have called off their warrings day.
Potato blight, as the result of the
John, of East Greenville, and Mr. Jake street
for the night and have joked and com
while Mr. Cassel was getting sidered in their universal aspects and
continued wet weather, has made its
The farmers’ picnic in Memorial single scored Goodyear. Score 2-2. plimented each other like life long
Ottinger, of Spring City, spent the his gas tank refilled. Just as Mr. Cas with reference to mankind the world
^Rev, Arthur C. Ohl and son Mere appearance in alarming proportions in
Collegeville collected another counter
week end with Mr. and Mrs. Henry sel was ready to start home and Mr. around. In this respect it serves a park, Schwenksville, Tuesday and in the third When Goodyear singled. friends.
dith and Mr, I, C. Landes are spend Lehigh county, according to Farm.
Wednesday
of
last
week,
was
success
Graber.
Athletic coaches always like to have ing ten days in Huntingdon county.
Carl Bechtel, who had sold the gas purpose for the Christian religidn ful notwithstanding the interference Deem sacrificed. Francis singled but
Agent H acker..
Mr. Willard Jefferis, of Washing stepped away from the car the crash somewhat like that which the confer of rain. About 4,000 persons were Goodyear was out at the plate. Fran their team eat together as it tends to
Mrs,
A,
C.
Ohl
and
Arthur
Ohl,
Jr.,
Hiram Trauch, aged 17, a Bedminton, D. C., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. came. Mr. Stoudt could not get his ence held annually at Williamstown, present on Tuesday. The gathering cis scored On Tyson’s single. In the promote harmony and abolish -petty spent the week end in Bethlehem.
ster plasterer, is in Grand View Hos
Harry Brown.
brake on due to the previously men Massachusetts, serves for world pol was not quite so large on Wednesday. fifth Goodyear was safe on Sell’s only jealousies,
Mr, and Mrs. Morris Freed, of Roy pital, Sellersville, with injuries re
Many of the big concerns have their
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gray, of Nor- tioned shoe box which he was in the itics. Incidentally it brings a most The exhibitions were fully up to the error of the afternoon, Francis doub own eafeteries and lunch rooms be ersford,' and Mr. and Mrs. John Pear sulting from a scaffold falling.
' ristown, visited Mr. and. Mrs. Jesse act of removing at the instant of the desirable class of visitors to our town expectations and proved to be of much led scoring Goodyear. Tyson was cause they realize the value of the son, of Black Rock, visited Mr. Wayne
Risking his own life, William Farcollision. The Cassel car was pushed and spreads abroad a good name for interest to all in attendance, Among safe on a scratch hit, Francis scored
Wanner on Sunday.
Pearson and daughter on Sunday.
same principle.
rady, 17-year-old son of Detective
10 feet by the impact. Both cars were Collegeville.
the freaks exhibited was a year-old on the second double steal of the day
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Walt and Mrs. considerably bent and twisted. No
Mr. Dexter Rambo and sons Charles Lester Farrady, of Chester, rescued
bull with three ears, three eyes, and when Deisher threw wild to the plate.
The Collegeville baseball fails will
Daniel Walt spent Sunday in Zieglers- one was hurt. Mr. Stoudt was accom MISSIONARY CONFERENCE IN two sets of jaws; a year-old calf with Score 5-2, In the seventh Gollege- also agree th at a hearty meal makes and Gunner Rambo, of Chester, S. a boy from drowning in the Delaware
ville.
panied by his wife while the Cassel
six legs; and a 4-month-old calf with ville’s inner works loosened up, a baseball team amiable—so amiabl.e Carolina are visiting Mr. Rambo’s River.
SESSION
Deisher singled. Johnson was safe on and friendly that it even Jet§ the op sister, Miss Cora Rambo.
out a tail.
Miss Annie Metka has returned car contained only the driver.
Miss May Fields, aged 28, No. 106
Among the local exhibitors were: Tyson's muff and both runners ad posing teams win ball games. For
This week the Missionary Confer
from Indiana where she has been vis
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Miller had as Yarnall street, West Reading, was
vanced
when
Sheidt
muffed
Hartleib
ence of the Reformed Church in the S. B, Tyson, Trappe, Chevrolet auto
iting her brothers.
instancy the Collegeville ball d u b af their Sunday guests: Mr. William H. saved from strangling to death on a
OUTLAWS FINALLY MET DE
United States is in session on the mobiles; F, H. Shupe, Creamery, im grounder and scored on Sell’s scratchy ter a big banquet Friday night two Daub, of Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs. fish bdjie by friends rushing her to a
Mr. Joseph Kratz, of Norwood, Pa.,
FEAT AS SKIPPACK WINS, 8-4 Ursinus College grounds. Several plements; W, - W. Walters, Trappe, single. Score 5-4, In the eighth the weeks ago became so kind hearted and Daniel Morlqck, Mr, Snyder and Mr. hospital;
spent the week end with Miss Eliza
The Collegeville Outlaws after hundred active church workers, most pumping outfits;Paul Stoudt, College Legion tied the seore at 5-5. Hetrick generous th at they gave two ball George Omrod, of Olney Terrace;
beth Kratz.
“Nobody From Nowhere” the young
breezing thru 14 games without a re ly young people, are in attendance. ville, gents’ furnishings. The exhibit singled and seored on Berkey’s games, to Skippack and Schwenksville Miss Catharine Bittenbender, of
Miss Gladys Shoemaker, of this verse, 12 wins and 2 ties, dropped the The Chairman, Rev. Henry I. Stahr of of high-bred1 cattle included quite a scorching triple. The ninth breezed respectively, away in succession. They Shamokin; Mr. and Mrs. Harold Poley man who committed suicide in a Read
borough, and Miss Gertrude Sturges, 15th game to Skippack on the Com Bethlehem, holds the entire body number of highly creditable entries, by scoreless. In the tenth Sell doub couldn’t give any more because th at’s and family and Mr. and Mrs. Leonard ing hotel 13 days ago, was buried in
Potter’s Field as an "unknown.
of Trappe, are spending some time mons Field, Monday evening 8-4. With steadily to a strong daily program of the exhibitors sharing a $200 prize. led and scored the winning run when all they played.
W. Omrod, of Collegeville.
Sarni’s
roller
went
thru
Goodyear’s
at Atlantic City, N. J.
Striking a match to investigate
Sad experience would seem to teach
the score standing at 4-2 in their class-work and lectures. The staff The entries included fine Holsteins legs.
Messrs. Daniel Knox and Archibald whether a keg, which he had rinsed
that the way to keep a baseball team
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Godshall and favor the Outlaws blew up in the last of instructors and lecturers includes from H, D. Allebach’s farm, Trappe.
Parent, of Philadelphia, spent several with gasoline, was cleansed, John
SCHWENKSVILLE
AB R H O A E
Ewing, cf.-rf,
son are spending the week in Har inning as darkness was spreading the Rev. Arthur V. Casselman, D. D.,
, 4 i 1 2 2 0 in a winning way is—treat ’em rough. days with Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Faving
Sarni,
If.
Director
of
Missionary
Education,
Mitchinock, of Cbatesville, received
,
4
0
1
0
o
0
Starve
’em.
Razz
’em.
Ride
’em.
over
the
field
and
Skippack
scored
6
rington, Del.
BANDIT STOLE CHASER’S CAR Hetrick, c................
er and family.
1 1 5 1 0
Philadelphia; Rev. C. E. Creitz, D. D„
severe facial burns when the fumes'
runs
before
the
local
team
came
down
Berkey, lb .................... . 4 1 2 13 0 0 Call them the biggest bunch of boneMiss Mary Carver, of Doylestown,
The Lower Merion police have lost Deisher, 2b. ................. . 4 1 2 2 0 0 heads that ever wore baseball uni
Reading; Professor Matthew Spinka,
On Tuesday afternoon Miss Pauline exploded.
to
earth.
Ohl
and
Dambly
opposed
was the week end guest of Mr. and
new bandit-chasing automobile, Johnson, rf.-cf............ .. .. 4 1 1 0 o 0 forms and keep on till youjve got their Brownback delightfully celebrated her
each other on th'e mound. Each team Ph. D., Dayton, Ohio; Miss Margaret their
Francis, p................. . 2 0 0 0 0 0
Mr. and Mrs. Absolem Yerger, of
purchased recently. Saturday Lieu L.
Mrs. Harry Umstead.
Motter,
Frederick,
Md.,
Miss
Carrie
Wismer, p. .
.. 2 0 0 0 5 1 goat. Make them so mad, sore and sixth birthday anniversary with a Pottstown, 92 and 91 years of age, re
now holds one victory while one game
Hartlieb, 3b. .
tenant
Mullin
took
the
usual
tour
of
.
4
0
0
4
2
0
M.
Kerschner,
Philadelphia;
Mrs.
Mr. Abram Hunsicker, of this bor ended in a tie. The rubber game of
Sell, ss................. .......... - 4 1 2 4 7 1 peeved that they’ll go out and win party of liftle friends. A Jack Horner spectively, and married for 65 years,
for spite—just to show their razzers pie was a great delight to the little
ough, and Charles Ujnstead, of the series will be played next Monday Ruth K. Jones, Bangor, Pa., Miss Al- inspection around Narberth. At Mont
Totals ...........;___ 37 6 10 30 17 2 that they’re all wrong. Then AFTER folks and the balloons which it hid are were the oldest persons at the Yer
liene S. DeChant, Hanover, Pa.; Rev. gomery and Haverford avenues he
Creamery, left for an automobile trip evening at Skippack. ’
ger reunion at Ringing Rocks Park.
COLLEGEVILLE
AB E H O A E
E. E. Sensenig, Allentown, Pa.; Rev. noticed a prowler on a lawn. Leaving Sheidt,
to Mt. Clemmens, Mich, where they
ss......................... .. 4 1 1 3 2 2 the pennant’s won feed ’em all they serving as happy recollections of the
the
engine
running,
Mullin
got
out
to
Dale, cf.......................... . 5 0 0 2 0 0 cap eat and they’ll forgive and forget occasion. Dainty refreshments were
W. S. Kerschn'er, York, Pa.; Rev.
will visit relatives.
lb. ....... .
. 5 2 3 16 0 0
BUILDING LOT PURCHASED
Charles E. Schaeffer, D. D.,, Philadel investigate. He heard the prowler a Goodyear;
DAIRY TOUR AUGUST 19th
Deem.,
If.
. 4 0 O' 0 0 0 all the mean things hurled at them served at the close of the games and
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fetterolf and fam
few yards ahead of him, began a J. Francis, rf.
phia;
Rev.
A.
K.
Faust,
Ph.
D.,
£)en. 5 2 4 1 0 0 during the season. We.are NOT rec each one receieved a pink basket filled
Mr.
William
E.
Kuhnt,
Jr.,
has
pur
The committee to arrange a county
ily, of Philadelphia, spent the week
, 5 0 2 1 6 1 ommending this treatment for. Col with candy.
roundabout pursuit and finally saw his Tyson. 3b. __
chased of .Captain H. H. Fetterolf a dai, Japan; Misses Gertrude B. Hoy intended quarry jump into the new Mayer, 2b. ..
dairy tour consisting of J. L. Wood
4 O’ 2 2 3 1
end with Mr. and Mrs. William Fie.
and
Helen
Ammerman,
of
Yochow,
Roeder,
c.
...
0
0
4
U
0 0 legeville’s baseball team but that is
lot fronting 100 feet on Sixth avenue,
4 0 0 1 7 0 the system Gil Dobie Cornell’s fam ( Mrs. H. A. Mathieu entertained Mr. of Red Hill and the County Agent has
Mrs. M. C. McGory has returned Collegeville, and will erect a dwelling China; Rev. A, R. Bartholomew, D. car and speed off. Neither car nor Moore, p..........
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(Continued on page 4)
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The following expression of adverse
sentiment with relation to Sunday
dancing at Indian Head Park was re
ceived too late for publication in last
week’s issues of The Independent:
At a recent meeting of a commit
tee of ministers, representing the
churches of Oaks and Mont Clare, the
following resolution was adopted.
This resolution represents the com
bined ideals of the several resolutions
passed by the official boards of the
respective churhches:
WHEREAS:
The churches of
Oaks and vicinity are intensely inter
ested in the moral and spiritual wel
fare of this community, and in the
proper keeping of the Lord’s Day
(Sunday), and the due reverence for
God and His word; and
WHEREAS: We, the undersigned,
(being the authorized representatives
of these churches and commissioned to
speak for our congregations), are
duly cognizant of public dancing, and
an apparent disregard of the sanctity
of Sunday at Indian Head Park;there
fore, be it
RESOLVED: That we vigorously
protest against this tendency toward
an open Sunday in amusements, and
especially against public dancing any
where in this community on Sunday.
REV. J. E. KEENE
Pastor, Mont Clare United Brethren
Church.
REV. H. S. REPLOGLE
Pastor, Green Tree Brethren Church.
REV. R. H. FLANAGIN
Rector, St. Paul’s Memorial Church.
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In the history of the Civil war, Fort
Fisher is best remembered perhaps be
cause of the farcical failure of a plan
Thursday, August 13, I92S.
to capture It, made by Gen. B. F. But
ler, the most maligned (whether right
ly or wrongly, history has not yet de
termined) Union leader in the war.
DR. OSBORN’S PO IN T OF V IE W .
It might better be remembered for the
attack led by Gen. Alfred H.
Dr. Henry F. Osborn, oi New York city, is widely famous as a brilliant
Terry which did capture It a year later
scientist, and as a champion of the facts of evolution. Here is an and the gallant defense made by the
men in gray who held it.
excerpt from one of his published statements .
In 1864 the Union leaders deter
* * * We naturalists accept as transcendent the
mined to close the port of Wilmington,
N. C., the haunt of the most success
teaching that the universe is by no means the result of
ful Southern blockade runners. Wil
accident or chance, but of an omnipresent beauty and
mington w as.guarded by Fort Fisher,
order, attributed in the Old Testament to Jehovah, in our
which the Confederates built at one
language to God. Evolution by no means takes God out
of the entrances of the Cape Fear
river. I t was one of the strongest forts
of the universe, as Mr. Bryan supposes, but it greatly in*
in the South, with parapets 25 feet
creases both the wonder, the mystery and the marvellous
thick and 20 feet high, upon which
order which we call “Natural Law” , pervading all Nature. .
were mounted 44 heavy guns. It was
Men of ancient times beheld the glories and astounding held by Col. W. Lamb and 1,400 men.
Late in December Admiral David
mysteries of Nature and described them as being of God. Natur- Porter with a fleet of 150 vessels, the
ally— under conditions then existing with respect to the paucity of largest that had ever sailed under the
flag, appeared before the
human enlightenment— their conceptions of God were anthropo American
fort. Accompanying this fleet were
morphic (man-like) in character. It is ah old libel (circulated 8,000 soldiers commanded by General
in some newspapers and by numerous individuals) upon scientists Butler who was to make a land attack
while Porter bombarded the fort from
to charge them with disturbing the religious faith of portions of the sea. As a preliminary to the at
humanity. It is not the purpose of scientists to do any such tack Butler conceived the Idea of send
ing a. vessel, the old steamer Louisi
thing. Throughout the past history of mankind every innovation ana, loaded with more than 200 tons
upon customs or beliefs occasioned by increasing knowledge and of gunpowder to be exploded under
walls and dismantle Its guns.
its adaptations to human thought and human needs, proved'to be ttsThe
charge was set off about 2
unpleasant or painful to those who were strongly disposed to o’clock in the morning. It was a mis
oppose any change in their way of thinking, believing, acting. erable failure, however, for the explo
sion not only did no damage but It Is
In essence, this fact perfectly familiar to any student of the history said to have scarcely disturbed the
of mankind, explains the position (natural) of those who are garrison. After bombarding the fort
for two days, the Union forces saw
bigoted and intolerant in their attitude of mind. It is n o t the that a land attack would be futile and
PURPOSE or CONCERN of any true scientist to divest individuals of Porter sailed away
On January 18, 1865, another at
their dearest religious conceptions and beliefs. No scientist has tempt was made against Fort Fisher.
ever been guilty of seeking to punish— to bum at the stake, to Again the naval attack, although It
otherwise destroy the life, or horribly mutilate the body, of a single killed 200 of the fort’s defenders,
failed to reduce It. But the land at
man or woman, because he or she refused to accept any of the tack led by Gen. Alfred H. Terry was
findings of science. A ll such procedures (thousands upon thous more successful. His army of 8,000
succeeded In capturing the fort after
ands of them in times past) were the procedures prompted by the one of the most brilliant assaults of
fanaticisms born of religious beliefs and creeds. Let it be noted in the war which was resisted with equal
gallantry by the Confederates. The
passing that almost every invention of science during the past Southern loss was 500 killed and
century, relating to improved methods in various domains of effort wounded j the Union, 266 killed and
w ounds and missing.
for purely material benefit, likewise met the hostility of those 1,075
The fall of Wilmington followed the
opposed to human progress.
capture of Fort Fisher and the clos
The p u r p o s e and c o n c e r n of scientists is to study the processes ing of that port cut off the supplies
which the Confederacy had been ob
of Nature and ascertain how came various phenomena of Nature. taining by Its blockade runners. Star
In so doing they have learned that natural processes are orderly vation faced the South and three
months later her ragged hosts laid
(however disorderly they may appear to be)-; that effects follow down their arms.

causes and causes follow effects with mathematical precision and
sureness, that nothing has come or ever will come by mere acci*
dent or chance; that “ whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also
reap.” Those who would misrepresent scientists should turn their
batteries, however impotent, directly toward the primary and more
subsequent processes of nature— not toward scientists.
Scientists all agree as to the fully ascertained facts relating to
evolution. A ll agree that the processes of nature everywhere in
volve change ! change!! change !!! A ll do not agree as to ju s t
h o w certain changes (all embodied in the term evolution) were
wrought, because— in part man, recognized as such, was not in the
flesh when the changes were made.
A true scientist is frequently overawed by his own ignorance
in the very presence ..of the yet profound mysteries of Nature,
When he contemplates the vastness of the universe (and universes
beyond) and the infinite number of masses in space, of countless
stars (of the star Sirius so great in size that if it were to change
position with our sun the water of the earth would soon become
superheated steam and all animal life on earth would be quickly
incinerated); when he reckons on countless planets in course of
formation— it is then that he fully realizes his insignificance ; it is
then that he worships the purely impersonal, Constructive Power
of the Universe; the Constructive Power manifested in all that is
good and true and beautiful and benign in all mankind ; it is then
that the Constructive Power of the Universe becomes more or less
clearly recognized ; it is then many scientists apply the term God,
in an impersonal sense, in giving expression to such recognition.
* * * Those who would designate some of their fellowmen as
atheists and infidels should first at least attempt to clearly define
their own concepts of the Power which “ maketh for human
righteousness.”

cab-

The first stoves were simply hot
stones. In using his flint knife, man
evidently discovered that stone held
heat, and soon he was utilizing' his
discovery. Huge round stones have
been found which appear to have been
used for purposes of cooking food.
Some are flat, some concave. A large
pot of a later period has been found
containing several smooth, round
stones. It is believed that early man
heated water by dropping hot stones
into it. In early times the fire was
built in the center of the cave and for
a long time the cook occupied the
center of the home. But later the fire
was moved to the side of the home
and In the Twelfth century chimneys
to supply draughts and to lead smoke
and fumes out of the house were in
troduced. Closed stoves of brick or
porcelain tile have been In use in
Holland, Russia, Germany and other
northern countries of Europe since the
end of the Middle ages.
Cast-Iron
stoves were known In Alsace as early
as 1400, but they did not come into
general use until considerably later.
For many generations the brick and
tile stoves were in use. The early
American colonists did their cooking
in open fireplaces. They had large
swinging cranes on which to suspend
pots. In 1744 Benjamin Franklin In
vented the portable fireplace Of Iron.

In Spain It Is the custom for the
bridegroom to present his bride with
her wedding gown and as many other
dresses as his means allow.

G O V E R N O R PIN C H O T ’S TO U R
Governor Pinchot is touring the State. He is investigating
the management and the work of numerous institutions supported
wholly or in part by State funds. In a recent speech he said : “ My
object is to carry this inspection into every county of the Com
monwealth. I want to see for myself how the work of the State
is being carried on, and tell the people what this Administration
has done.” This sounds very much like good business. In pro
claiming aloud the purpose of his tour, the Governor must be
excused for his efforts in the direction of self-advertising. Be
cause: The Governor is a politician, even though there may exist
among his friends and enemies some doubt as to the genuineness
of his statesmanship. He is by nature very ambitious. An. am
bitious politician must figure how to keep himself in the limelight.
The Governor is an adept at figuring. Mr. Pinchot is very am
bitious, and the good lady helps along. The Governor is now
appearing in act one, scene I. Act two, scene I, will perchance
reveal the real plot of another drama on the stage of Pennsylvania
politics. Let no one suspect that our Governor is devoid of consider
able dynamic mentality, for the suspicion would be groundless.
There may exist reason to at least assume that the cogs of the
mechanism of his brain do not altogether mesh normally ; but—
that’s another matter. Let the Governor be heard, during act one,
scene one, and throughout the whole performance. Usually, the
Governor is an interesting actor. Precisely.
---------------0---------------

A K L A N PA R A D E .
It is estimated that 50,000 members of the K u K lu x Klan}
’rom a number of States, participated in a parade at Washington,
D. C., last Saturday. Whatever pro and con opinions exist re
specting the Klan organization it is a fact, well worth appreciating
it full value, that there was 110 breach of the public on the part
:>f the Klansmen, nor on the part of the spectators, during the
big parade. Many a cause and many an individual have been
known to thrive upon opposition— adverse criticism of the aggra
vating kind. If the impelling purposes of the Klan are funda
mentally sound, from the standpoint of the greatest practical
good to a considerable majority of the American people, it will
be likely to live a long while. Otherwise, not so long. Mean
while, let free speech and sane, safe action, prevail.

Depends on the Flatteree
Like molasses, flattery must not b«
too

thick.----- Milwaukee

Journal.
—
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Rich in butter fat, direct from a
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Fifty-Fifty

According to the Scriptures, manna
was the food of the Israelites for 40
years. The “food was gathered every
morning, every man according to his
Billion Really q Vast Sum
eating, and when the sun waxed hot,
When a billion Is spoken of It means it melted.” It is described poetically
a huge sum to the average mind, but as “food from heaven” and “bread of
to express or visualise the sum in any the mighty.’’ No substance Is known
unit that can be comprehended quickly which In any degree satisfies all the
Is not easy. Probably one of the eas requirements of the Scriptural refer
iest ways of comprehending it Is to ences but one proposed is to Identify
imagine spending a dollar a minute manna with a lichen which grows upon
and then realize that since the birth the limestone In the Arabian and other
of Christ there had been only a little deserts. The older masses become de
more than a billion minutes. By the tached and are rolled about by the
end of 1925 there will have passed wind. When swept together by sudden
Just 1,011,990,000 minutes.
rainstorms In the rainy season they
may be collected in large heaps. It is
Linen and Cotton
a form of nburlshment In the desert,
An easy way to tell whether a piece especially when eaten with the sugary
of material Is linen or cotton Is to set manna from the trees.
one of the threads on fire. If It Is cot
ton It will blaze up and continue to
Constant Assortment
burn. If It Is linen it will smolder.
“Life Is an endless battle against
Another and even simpler way is to
wet the finger In the mouth and place clutter,” says a writer In Scribner’s.
It under the cloth. If the moisture “No sooner do we get through one Job
comes quickly through, the cloth Is of assortment than some unobserved
mounting head of something else chal
linen.
lenges our sense of order and analysis.
Most of us are, at any given moment,
Toads Valued in France
Toads, the rotund garden variety, conscious of a pile of something some
have a market value In France. The where In our lives that needs sorting
French gardeners claim that this —it may be a mass of old books, or old
warty-skinned amphibian devours Its boots, or merely old motives. There
weight In Injurious plant Insects every is hardly any peace of mind so deep
24 hours, and is encouraged to live in as that one experiences just after one
their gardens. Killing one of these has satisfactorily sorted something.
Insect hunters In France Is considered Yet always invariably, insidiously, a
fresh Inchoate pile is mounting some
the height of folly.
where on our spirit’s premises, de
manding arrangement.” ^

Whalebone
The most valuable whalebone com
mercially Is that of the right whales,
especially that of the bowhead, which
may have a length of from 10 to 12
feet, and Is very flexible. A single
bowhead yields 2,000 pounds of whale
bone, valued at from $5 to $7 a
pound.

Squirrel Changes Coat
On the Pacific coast the chickaree is a
sleight-of-hand artist In the matter of
clothes. He changes with the climate,
says Nature Magazine. In the humid,
heavily wooded region bordering the
Pacific he wears a coat that is rich,
dark brown, but underneath it changes
to a beautiful orange tone.

In the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, there Is a stuffed cat
labeled: “This cat on September 28,
1880, jumped from the top of the
Washington monument and lived.”
The monument at that time was not
completed and the cat jumped from
a height of about 160 feet, alighted
on all fours, lay on the ground for a
few minutes and then got up and
walked away. The Jump was wit
nessed by quite a few persons who
were dismayed when a dog pounced
upon the cat a few seconds after It
started to walk away and killed It.

Nature’s Peculiarities
Many a man thinks admirably well
who has a poor utterance, while oth
ers have a charming manner of speech,
but their thoughts are trifling.

Rats with Rabbits
Rats, both brown and gray, have
been found living with rabbits In tbeii
holes by a rat catcher in Lincolnshire,
England.

Primitive Russian Homes

Children are taught geography in a
school which overlooks the harbor In
Southampton, England, by following
the courses of great ocean liners which
can be seen leaving port, with minia
ture vessels on a large map painted on
the roof.-—Science Service.

The typical stove In a Russian peas
ant’s home has no chimney, the smoke
finding Its way out through the door
or holes in the ropf and walls.

An underground city of 80,000 inhab
itants, constructed under the sands of
the Sahara desert, not far from the
Mediterranean coast, was recently vis
ited by a Swiss traveler. It lies a few
hundred feet below the desert level.

Olives Used as Fuel
After extracting oil from olives the
resulting pulp Is u§ed in Spain as a
fuel.

Inappropriate Name
It sometimes reaches 30 degrees be
low zero in Hell—a little town in Norway.

THAT YOU NEED NOW AT

Every implement guaranteed.
Our
motto is: SERVICE. Give us a call.

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

HERBERT HOYER
Trappe,
Pa.
Phone 29-R-12 Collegevile.

JUST SHOP AROUND OUR STORE AND SEE THE MANY
FINE VALUES WE ARE OFFERING DURING
OUR MID SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE

Frank W. Shalkop ■■
■

TRAPPE, PA.

:>

W ARNER’S

No effort spared'to meet the |
fullest expectations of those

The B etter Place to Shop

g

N orristow n, Pa.

■

who engage my services.
Trains met at all stations,

g
■

Prompt attention to calls by j
telephone or telegraph.

!■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

C o lle g e v ille 's

B u s i e s t Store
h a s the la rg e s t a s so rtm e n t for you to choose from .
QUALITY STEER BEEF, PORK, VEAL and LAMB
GROCERIES, FRUITS, VEGETABLES

FISH and OYSTERS
in season

You can alw ays be c ertain of th e Q uality, Price and
j Service you receive in an Am erican S tore. “ ASCO” sta n d s
for DEPENDABILITY— Shop reg u larly in the S to res w here
you alw ays receive—

D R Y GOODS, N O T IO N S

THE MOST OF THE BEST FOR THE LEAST.

Shortening

s n o w d r if t

For Frying and Baking.
« .

..
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1

1

RUBBER FOOTWEAR FOR EVERYBODY

§ 19c

».

AT VERY REASONABLE PRICES

A pure white cooking fat made from
• _

C t_ ___ J

m

a

I a
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tizing they taste.

HofmSPwnServeW
hit® Beans
them Boiled, Baked or in Soup.

Main Street and Fifth Avenue

Reg. 23c Delicious California

tall
can

Royal Anne Cherries
N. B.

9c

Evap. Milk

ASCO

YEAG LEand PO LEY

7c

lb

tall
can
cream.
A richer and creamier milk. Nearly half

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

21c

For Any Building

ft 22c

C. P a n try C o o k ie s ......................................

CAN BE ADAPTED TO ANY COAL
BURNING HEATING PLANT

Cakes and Cherries make a most delightful dessert.

O lbs 25c
r
runCb
C*
Large, bright, fleshy Prunes. Small pits. Fine flavor.

Reg. 15c C alifornia
S a n ta C lara

THE MOST HIGHLY DEVELOPED OIL BURNER’S
MANY ADVANTAGES^

P „ lin o c

1 Big pkg 23c

1 pkg 10c

Rinso and Lux Flakes

Both
for

29c

Reg. 5c

New Crop

Reg. 6c

S unbrite or
L ighthouse

Sw eet
T ender

F airy
Toilet

Cleanser

4

Soap

Peas
10c

cakes

19c

Big
Wrapped Loaf
Big, brown-crusted loaves of cake-like richness.

10c

cans

17c

Bread Supreme
Victor Bread

panLoaf

A pan loaf of excellent quality.

______ _

7c

j ASCO Coffee makes a Woinder- Whether you serve our Teas HotC
(fully delicious full flavored brew or Iced, you’ll find them Stimula-I
Jthat wins you with the very first ting, Refreshing and Delicious!
Isip.
PRIDE OF
®

jASCO Coffee
n,
42c
You’ll Taste the Difference!

KILLARNEYTEA

Tin 75c

ASCO Orange Pekoe, Old
Country Style, India Ceylon

y4 ft pks 17c : 16 65c

(Jelly G l a s s e s .................................. doz 35c
iC erto ........................ .................... bot 28c
|J a r T o p s .......................
doz 25c
^Genuine P a r o w a x ............... .. ft pkg 10c
JASC0 Ground S p i c e s ....................can 5c
I aSCO W hole S p i c e s ........................Pkg 5c
■Colman’s M u s t a r d ................... can 23c
jASCO Cider V in e g a r ...................... bot 16c
JASCO W. D. V in e g a r ........................bot 13c
»C0 Milk C hocolate . . . . V2 m cake 17c
(Chocolate M arshm allow s . . lb Box 39c

Mason
Jars

Qts

65c a
75c

These Prices Effective in Our Collegeville Store

doz

.

Any coal burning plant in home, apartment, church, school
or other building can, be easily converted into an oil burning
system with a Combustion Fuel Oil Burner. And when the change
is made it will be a system that operates perfectly, free from coal
burning troubles, free from any of the difficulties that have been
associated with oil burners.
First of all, the principle of the Combustion Fuel Oil Burner
is right—the principle of atomization which insures complete com
bustion of the cheapest fuel oil. No smoke. No odors. Lowest
possible Fuel cost.
The Combustion Fuel Oil Burner is equipped with controlling
devices th at work positively and never fail. Flooding of oil is
impossible. Dependable operation is assured. Temperature is
always uniform. You simply keep tank filled with oil and the
system takes care of itself—automatically.
The utmost simplicity has been attained in designing the Com
bustion Fuel Oil Burner. It is the simplest automatic oil burner
in existence—85 fewer parts than any other. Every part scien
tifically right. The most highly developed oil burner made. In
stall the Combustion Fuel Oil Burner in your home and put an
end to All your heating troubles.
We have been looking over the oil burner field and have
' selected the Combustion Fuel Oil Burner for our own personal
use as the only truly automatic oil burner. We will be glad to
call on you and give the fullest information on oil burning, show
ing you a great.saving over coal and promote you from a fire
man and ash handler to an engineer.

Regular 33c value! Buy now and save

Cat Jumped to Fame

Geography via Navigation

Underground City

A gricultural Im plem ents

WOMENS READY-TO-WEAR
GARMENTS

Always Dependable!

Disappearing Islands

There have been various Instances
of islands disappearing through vol
canic action or through erosion. One
of the principal examples of the for
mer Is Graham Island (Ferdlnandea),
In the Mediterranean, which was
thrown up a height of 200 feet with a
circumference of three miles In 1831.
It soon disappeared, however.

FOR SALE: A Full Line of
Reliable

HAUSSMANN & CO.

Scriptural Manna

ROYERSFORD, PA.
9-31-tf

Phone 296-m

We have ta k e n o u r sto c k of S taple M erchandise
and have m arked m any of them a t c o st price. We w an t
to move them o u t to m ake w ay fo r o u r early Fall Mer=
chandise. They a re priced so low th a t you cannot re=
s is t the tem p tatio n to buy now . M ake a lis t of th e
th in g s you need and see how little it will c o st you to
get them .

UNDERTAKER & EMBALMERb

if they are correctly fitted ?

It was pay day and the bookkeeper
Let us prove to you that
stood In the manager’s office to claim
our glasses will relieve your
extra pay for extra work.
“Mr. Grasp,” he said, toying nerv
eyes.
ously with a piece of red tape, "during
the last week I have been doing the
work of the pay-roll clerk, who has
been 111.”
Optometrists and Opticians
“Well,” retorted Mr. Grasp, "what
of It?”
725 CHESTNUT STREET
“Why, this being pay day, sir,” said
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
the bookkeeper, “I thought it might be
Both Phones.
right to mention It.”
“Quite right,” said the manager.
“Let me see, your salary Is $40 and
the pay-roll clerk's Is $20.”
“Yes, sir,” replied the bookkeeper,
beaming expectantly.
“Then,” computed' the manager,
“working half the week for yourself
entitles yon to $20 and half the week
for the pay-roll clerk entitles you to
$10. Here It Is.”

Reason’s Great Help

IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF OUR ENTIRE STORE

C0LLE5E1MUE BAKERY

EYE TALKS

We ought to call In reason, like s
good physician, as a help in mlsfor
tune.—Epictetus.

MID SUMMER SALE

Insures A gainst Fire and Storm
T here’s bodily h e a t

The first clock of which there Is
any authenic record was Invented by
Richard de Wallingford, abbot of St. Visits Collegeville, Trappe and vi
Albans, in 1826. It was known to be
cinity every Wednesday and Satur
going In the time of Henry VIII.
day. Evansburg, Tuesdays and
Some early clocks had no dials, so
Fridays.
______
people had to wait until the hour was
struck to learn the time. When dials
were first Introduced they only had
one hand and only marked the hours.
Later the hours were divided Into
quarters and “Jacks,” or mechanical
figures, struck the bells.
One of the earliest pocket watches
known belonged to Oliver Cromwell,
Do you feel now and then
says' a writer In the Horological
as though you just must
Journal. This was made in 1625 by
close your tired, aching eyes,
John Mldnall, and was about the size
while duty compels you to
and shape of an ostrich egg.
At that period watches became very
continue using them?
fashionable and were often carried In
Do you know that
the hand. There were no watchglasses, and a shutter arrangement
GLASSES REST THE EYES AS A
was used.

Pleasant for Brides

WARNER’S

OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY

Earliest Clocks Not
Provided With Dials

W astA rn N e w s p a p e r U nion.)

ponrefi on

PERKIOMEH VALLEY MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

Portable Stove Was
Ben Franklin's Idea
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GEO. F. GLAMER, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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Moving
1 TO MAKE YOUR BOOK MORE
ENJOYABLE
J You should be able to see the
g type easily and without strain,
m and follow through page after
H page without effort.
B
A slight change in your glasses
jj may make a remarkable differjg ence in your reading.
§§
It will cost you nothing to find
jl out. We will gladly make the
H - necessary examination and guarB antee you satisfaction.
§j
No drops used.
H
K. R. STONE, Optometrist,
With W. L. Stone,
1 210 High Street, Pottstown, Pa.
Bell 'Phone 321-w
El

Storage
Packing

B Y P A D D E D M OTOR V A N S
To all parts of the country. We
move anything, any place,_ any
time, and guarantee safe delivery.
Have our estimater call and give
you our price. We know how.
JOHN JONES & SONS.
Hauling Contractors,
Spring City, Pa.
Bell ’phone 180-M.
HAULING done by auto truck.
Good service. Charges reasonable.
JOSEPH LIVERGOOD
12-30-tf

/ Collegeville, Pa.

IT WAS
THE ART OF
VENGEANCE

*********

crawled through and slipped away in
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
the darkness.
Ariadne
£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * £ .*
Queen of Angels I It was good to be
FAMOUS FORTS
Ariadne, the daughter of Leo I., was ^ Z. ANDERS, M. D.
*
free again. And here he was, under married to Zeno, who succeeded as
IN U. S. HISTORY
the very gallows which had been built emperor of the east In A. D. 474. She
P racticing Physician
THE NEW WATKINS
for him. He stopped to curse the was so disgusted with the intemper
trappe, pa.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
timbers
and
the
Americans,
spat
on
ance of her husband and so much in R S ° r V 7'30 HSiS
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
DEALER
m' ; 2 t0
the steps, and then stole through the love with Anastasius, a man of ob 6.30
to 8 p. m. Bell telephone
No.2.30
79. and
Is always filled with well as
*
=S2
palm grove to meet ills unknown friend scure origin, that she shut Zeno, when
*
sorted
stock
in
every
-4>at the dead palm.
intoxicated, into a sepulcher, where he 0 K . J. S. MILLEK
department
A “ M onum ent of F o lly ”
“Is that you, Matias?”
By FREDERICK P. MOORE
was left to die, and her favorite, Anas
Much has been written about the
P racticin g Physician
Everything kept in a general
“Yes. Who Is my savior? Forever tasius, was placed on the throne. Her
abandoned farms of New England, but
I am your slave.”
store always on hand.
BOTH
SCHOOLS—Allopathy
and
death
took
place
in
the
year
515.—
«S)
by
Short
Story
Pub.
Co.)
her abandoned forts are not so well
SUCCESSOR TO
“Oome,” said the unknown, “follow Chicago Journal.
Homeopathy
Our aim .is to meet the WANTS
known. Of all of these obsolete
jg u
ATLAS could see the soldiers me. They will miss you in a few min
OF
PATRONS
both
in
assort
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
Office
hours,
ef
strongholds none Is more Interesting
If your tubs are obsolete
F. H. FUHRMAN
fective May 1, 1924: Sundays and Thurs
ment and quality.
building the gallows. He, utes when the watch Is changed, and
Pope's Change of Name
days—by appointment only; other days
than Fort Knox-on the Narrows of the
Matias Bunagan, heretofore you must hide.”
1
Have1us show you some com
—1 to 2 and C.30 to 8 p. m. If possible
Sg
Penobscot river at Prospect, Maine.
The first pope, of Rome to change
REASONABLE PRICES
Matias
followed
on
in
the
darkness,
leave
calls in morning-. Bell ’phone 62.
an
honest
rice
cutter
of
El
M
plete.
This fort, which derived its name Poro and a peaceable subject of the afraid that It was all a dream and his name on assuming the pontificate
YOUR§ TO SERVE
—from the proverbs of Mr. Quick
WILL CALL AS USUAL i
from the fact that it was built on great American President of the Phil that he would wake up to hear the was Pietro Osporca or Peter Hogs- P T. KBUSEN, M. D.
*
mouth.
Some
authorities
attribute
the
land
once
owned
by
Henry
Knox,
the
¥
J^ET us put the laundry tubs
ippines, and willing to pay his taxes guard calling him to make ready for
C.
C.
KRUSEN,
M.
D.
change
to
Jhe
apparent
arrogance
of
Boston bookseller who'became Wash !to the crown of the United States, death.
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$
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in your kitchen or base
BOYER
ARCADE
NORRISTOWN,
PA.
ington’s chief of artillery in the Rev must be hanged.
1
5
On through the jungle they went to assuming to call himself Peter II, but
Hours: 9 to 10, 2 to 3, 7 to 8
greatly appreciated
ment that you are in need of.
Auto Delivery
Bell ’Phone
olution and the first secretary of war
Matias understood everything fully. ward the hills and Matias knew his the general Impression Is that he wa«
Sundays: 1 to 2 only.
for the United States, was begun In He had killed Pascual de la Cruz. It rescuer was taking him to a cave glad to rid himself forever from all
We will tell you the cost and
Day Phone
Night Phone
*
i v e r v i e w
the early forties to protect the ship was the result of an old family fend, somewhere In the great canyon, where associations with his family name by ® BellR 1170
1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - » # * * # # # # ,f t 'j j i
be glad to advise with you
Private Hospital
building and commerce of the Penob which had started long before the he could hide until an opportunity pre assuming the title of Sergius II. This
Bell 1417
about it.
precedent has been followed by all his
scot, which was then at Its height. Americans had come to the Philip sented Itself to escape to Manila.
****************#******************x****xxxx*********
Work had progressed far enough at pines. IiP fact, the fend was so old
0 R . RIJSSEL B. HUNSBEBGER
Soon he heard the sound of dripping successors.
*
the outbreak of the Civil war to' en that Matias could not remember what water and he was guided into a small
DENTIST
able the War department to use Fort It was about, except that the Bunagan cave, and he could feel the damp and
Creoles Not Colored
Knox as a training school for many family had sworn by the Blessed Vir slimy walls of rock.Creole is the name given to people COLLEGEVILLE^ PA. Office hours, 8 to
8 to 12. Saturday afternoon
of the artillery officers who served In gin to kill all the members of the De
“Now,” said the stranger, “give me born and naturalized in the West In 5. Saturday,
evenings by appointment. - Phone 141.
the Union armyr' This was the near la Cruz family in the province of Ca the bolo, for I must go back through dies or the tropical countries of Amer and
X-Ray Examinations,
est that Fort Knox ever came to a vite, and that was all he cared to the jungle and I need a weapon. Lie ica but of European (usually French
OFC O L L E G E V IL L E ' P A .
war record, however, for in 1869, after know.
here until I come In the morning with or Spanish) origin, as distinguished JJR. FRANK BRANDRETH
’i P H O N E ' 3 ^ * R 3
construction had been in progress for,
The Americans could not under food. Don’t stir outside or make a from the offspring of mixed blood,
D entist
stand it: He had been right In killing noise, for the soldiers will be seeking such as mulattoes and quadroons, from
26 years, work on It was abandoned.
‘‘Costing about a million dollars, it Pascual; It was as much his duty to for you everywhere, and if I am long negroes and from aborigines. The ROYERS!ORD, PA. Practical .Dentistry
at honest prices.
stands a monument of human folly,” kill Pascual as to pay his land tax in coming do not fear, for we must be name has no connection with the color.
and
cut
rice.
But
the
Americans
cautions.
Good-by.”
writes one historian. “The recent ad
DB* CLARKSON ADDIS
“Who are you?” asked Matias.
vance in the science of war is such were going to hang Matias tomorrow,
— AND—
’Twas J38 fn Shade
NOW IN PROGRESS
“You must not know until you are
that Fort Knox would be scarcely and through the walls of his nlpa pris
V eterinarian
What is the hottest day on record?
LOWEST PRICES
more effective In time of danger than on he could see the soldiers driving the safe—I am a good friend—fear not.”
400 of Them at Prices Never Thought Possible
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
“May God bless you,” said Matias, T. F. Hayes, well-known Britisher, Bell Phone
an ancient feudal castle of the Middle nails and cutting the beams.
*
— IN —
He squatted on the ground and and he kissed the hand of the stranger. says that during the summer of 1917,
*
Ages.” “Monument of folly” though
All th e Popular Cool F abrics in th e Favorite
*
Fort Knox may be, it is also a monu smoked and listened to the music of “Ten thousand blessings on your head at a place called Samarra in Mesopo I'HOMAS HALLMAN;
*
tamia, the thermometer in a railway
Designs a re Fully Represented
ment to the days when masonry was the hammer. The children were play and I am your slave for life,”
station
reached
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degrees.
This
was
A ttorney-at-L aw
The unknown glided away, and
a fine art. Huge white slabs of gran ing in the plaza, and he could hear the
COME AND GET THEM TODAY AT
ite, quarried from Mount Waldo, a chatter of the women In the market Matias heard hirif roll a stone in the in the shade, He says the tempera 516 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
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entrance
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then
all
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_ At,
residence, .next door to Nation a1
few miles north and floated down the
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Bank* CollegeviUe* ©very evening.
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river in scows, are set in its walls sewing machine In the barrio. The still, except the incessant dripping of a fortnight.
edge on edge with beautiful precision, leaves of the palm trees were swing the water. It was better than the
CALL ON —
jyjAYNE R. LONGSTBETH,
*
Good Work Completed
Some sold as high as $3.50, none under $2.00—Sizes 3 to 9
and a great circular staircase of solid ing in the breeze like the arms of so guardhouse, he thought, with the sen
*
many
windmills.—
swaying
as
Matias
try
pacing
outside
and
the
dreadful
“Brothah Johnson,” said Parson
pieces of granite is the crowning
*
H . E B R A N D T
A
ttorney=at'Law
*
piece of workmanship. Near the would sway In the breeze tomorrow gallows with the rope swinging from White, “Ah’d lak to git you to come 1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,
*
Pa.
MEN LOOK! ;;
A WONDERFUL BUY!
*
ROYERSFORD
shore batteries can still be seen the afternoon, with the black cap over his the beam In the prison yard. He rolled to chu’ch.” "Why, parson,” exclaimed
Rooms
712-713.
a
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and
smoked,
and
sat
on
head
and
the
manila
rope
around
his
¥
Mr. Johnson, shocked, “dey a*in‘ no
brick ovens where the 42-pound can
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his heels.
W alnut S tre e t and Seventh Ave. non
neck,
and
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legs
and
arms
bound
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need fo’ me to come to chu’ch. Yo’-all
balls were heated, but nearly all fast. He had seen Filipinos hanged
All night he stared Into the black done converted me las’ Augus.’ ”—-Los JACOB e . BROWER
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$25.00 Suits* at
• t|) 1
of the artillery placed In the-fort dur himself.
*
The natives came from miles
burning his hand at times with Angeles Times.
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ing the Civil war has been removed around to see an execution, and he ness,
Ju stic e of the Peace
the fire of his cigarette when he found
*
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Three
Piece
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Light
Shades
to adorn parks, armories and other knew how It would be with him.
*
himself wondering if It were a dream.
PORT PROVIDENCE, PA. Real Estate
*
public places in New England.
Fight8 for Her Dog
and Insurance. Conveyancing and Col
He could see the priest walking with Finally, the light filtered through the
*
lecting.
Designed to be the finest fortress on him from the prison, and. the sea of crevices, and then a tiny sunbeam
He
Time is getting short to get the balance of our Spring End
A woman walking with her dog in
He
the Atlantic coast, Fort Knox Is now curious faces all about—women with rcrept In through the entrance of the Harlesden, England, saw it run over
H
e
Summer Suits at these Rapid Riddance Prices
abandoned, and It is one of the several naked babies at their breasts, and cave, but he did not move from the and killed by a motor bus. Screaming, ^JOHVIN w. o o d s h a l l
fprts whose sale has been authorized frightened little girls saying their ros place where he had sat all night.
she pulled the driver from the seat
c o l l e g e v il l e , p a
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Insurance
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though it Jacks the historic back back the crowd. He saw himself going one at the stone and a form came In, bing, she fell down in the Street by
ground of many other forts, there are up the dozen steps which the soldiers and after his eyes had become accus the dog’s body.
Com pensation, Etc.
d * o i ■7 g F or $27.50 and A n i n n For $40.00 and
few which are as picturesque as this were fitting, heard the prayer of the tomed to the light- he saw a welli p ^ l . / O $30.00 SUITS $ 0 1 . 4 0 $ 42.50 SUITS
grim old “monument of folly” which priest on the platform, saw the hang dressed native standing over him with
Earliest Known Sheep
stands guard over an unfulfilled hope man tie the knot, caught a glimpse of a bolo.
“The grandfather of all sheep,” the pRANCAS E. ANDREWS
on the banks of the “Rhine of Amer the black box on the ground below—
“Juan de la Cruz!” he cried, Raw “Ovis poll,” gqta its name from its
ica,” the Penobscot river.
T eacher of Violin
the black cap jammed over his eyes—1 ing back lp terror.
discoverer, Marco Polq. If was not
((g), J.924, W e s te rn N e w s p a p e r U nion.)
the click of tfie trap and then the
“Yes—Juan de la Cruz, the brother until 500 years after hp discovered«*he
Main Street
A JUDGE OF LUMBER
plunge Into space at the end of the of Pascual, whom you killed. It was animal that his assertion that the ani
11-9-22
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
can tell at a glance that our stock is
rope—Madre
de
Dios!
I who helped you to escape last night." mal existed was substantiated.
Taking Stains Fron% Glass
Matias brushed away the colS drops
the best manufactured. We do not
“The
feud!”
grpaned
Matias.
“Yep
207 HIGH STREET
POTTSTOWN, PA.
To remove paint and varnish from
T. HUNSICKEB
permit inferior grades to enter our glass, use three parts of American pot which formed op his forehead as he have come to kill me! You dog, you
Vital
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pictured his death the next day. It took me from prison to hole me here.
yards.
ash to one part of unslaked lime. Lay was terrible, but R could not be helped.
"I want a girl who will love me for
(lid you not let them hang me?
Tin Roofing and Repairing
this on with a stick and let it re He had killed Pascual, and his friends |Why
myself alone.” “What do you mean by
would
rather
be
hanged
g
thousand
AN ASTONISHING RESULT
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
main for some time. Paint' spots may and neighbors would want to see him times by the hated Americans then to that line of patter?” demanded the
in Lumber buying comes from selec also be removed by rubbing them with die bravely, so he resolved to climb die hy your hand-”
damsel addressed! “That you are nev
Best paint used in roof painting, All
work guaranteed. Bell phone 131
the gallows with a cigarette In his
ting your wants here. We’ve the very hot, sharp vinegar.
“I have pot come to kill you," said er gonna spend any money on her?”
mouth and a sneer on his lips for the the other. “That was my plan tost —Louisville Courier-Journal.
grade and variety to meet all the de
ON JANUARY 1, 1925
JO H N H. CASSELBERRY
"Shoddy”
Americans who hanged a man. for kill night, for a De la Oruz must have bis
mands of contractors, builders or the
The shoddy trade was begun a t Bat- ing when he had sworn to do it in a vengeance. But the American colonel
Richelieu's Five Poets
We shipped our 108,000th Boiler.
private individual who wants only a ley, Yorkshire, England, in 1813, by hlood fend.
Surveyor and Conveyancer
has offered five hundred pesos for your
Cardinal Richelieu, the great French
This in itself should merit your
board to nail the fence, etc.
Benjamin Law. It also was among
He sat and smoked through the aft capture. Five hundred pesos will buy statesman, lp his efforts to promote EVANSUURG—COLLEGEVILLE R. D.
Sales clerked and all kinds of personal
the earliest products of American ernoon and reviewed his life. He saw many masses for the soul of my broth French literature, gathered about him property
consideration.
and real estate sold on com
woolen mills. In 1909 there were 88 the sun go down behind the mountains er. The Americans will hang you, and a band of five poets, Corneille, Col- mission.
shoddy establishments in the United of Manila bay, and knew he would I will have no blood op my hands. letet, Boisrobedt, L’Etoile and Rotrou,
States.
never see that sunset again. Well, he Oome—-the hangman is waiting.”
who composed tragedies on his plans. U #. C. SHALLCBQ8S
Installed Now! The
COAL, LUMBER, FEED
had killed Pascual, and there was
He led Matias back to the village.
Collegeville, Pa.
Some satisfaction in that.
The soldiers put the irons on his hands
C o n tracto r and Builder
World's Oldest Bridget
Human Nature
Since his trial, Juan de la Oruz, the and he saw the blood money paid to
“Worry,” said the Old Philosopher,
The oldest bridge in the world Is
GRATERFORD. PA.
They are going to make us do away probably the Subjielan bridge at Rome. brother of Pascual, had come from Juan. He saw the rope swinging ip “is always popular, but Just let joy
All kinds of buildings erected. Cement
done. Estimates cheerfully furn
with ail our bad habits," “Yes, sir, It Is a wooden bridge and was built Manila. He hated Juan and Juan hated the breeze. The priest prayed. He shout hnlleiuja on the highway, and work
ished.
My boss gets suspicious if I merely in the Seventeenth century. It was him. He knew Juan would be there stepped op the trap and swung into you’ll hear folks saying, “That chap
will assure' you of congratulating
ought to lie low and keep his mouth
use cloves,”—Louisville Courier-Jour twice rebuilt. Only the ruins now re at noon tomorrow to see him mount eternity,
P
S.
BOONS
your good judgment in the years
the gallows and die, and the knowledge
main.
shut.1 "—Atlanta Constitution.
nal.
added much bitterness to bis position. London Journal Hun
SCHWENKSVILLE. PA’.
to come.
“That dog of a dog will stand near
Broke All Windows
S la te r and Roofer
the gallows,” thought Matias, “and
Hud Eventful H istory
Immediately after being served with And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Gray
laugh in my face as I gq by, with
. The London Morning Post has cele
Irons on my hands and legs. If I can brated Us 158d birthday. Among its divorce papers, Douglas Fleet Gold Stone, etc. Estimates furnished: Work
I will spit In his eye,” and much com contributors have been Samuel Taylor smith, an auctioneer of London, went contracted at lowest prices.
forted by the plan, he rolled another Coleridge, Wordsworth and Southey, to his mother-in-law’s house and broke
W. BROWN
cigarette and stolidly watched the sol all of whom not only contributed verse all the windows in It when he was re
AMERICAN BOILER & FOUNDRIES CO.
diers test the new rope by dropping but editorial articles considered of fused admission,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Factory
a sack of grain from the beam, with weight In their day. Charles Lamb
Telephone Collegeville 59
Factory
General C ontracting and Con*
the sack at the end where Matias contributed “smart paragraphs,” for
Collegeville, Pa.
Day and flight Air
Oaks, Pa.
would be at noon tomorrow.
There Is very little difference in the
which Ik was paid at the rate of 12
ESTABLISHED 1903
crete C onstruction
They brought him boiled rice: and cents each, the New York Times says. purity of the air, except that there Is
C O L L EG E V IL L E, p a .
Excavating and rigging. Estimates free.
at dark put the death watch over him.
Representative
Poets seem to have marked the less wind at night than In the day,
The sentry paced outside the guard Morning Post for their own, for Mack- and also less traffic, and therefore
WALTER J . BURNS
W.
BRENDLE
house and Matias could see him worth Praed, a writer of fine lyrics, less stirring up of the dust and dirt
Telephone Collegeville 155
through the basketlike wall of the was its chief political writer In 1882. sf the streets, ____
Electrical C o n tracto r
prison.
Praed was followed by Benjamin Dis
Sleep? No, he would not sleep, for raeli, and in later years Andrew Lang
Residence: Near Level road, Lower
Old Army Punishment
Providence, P. O. Address, R. D. 1, Nor
there were but a few hours of life left and Rudyard Kipling were contribu
Estimates for electric lighting
The expression “running the gantlet” ristown.
to him, and he would smoke through tors. The Morning Post has through
furnished.
Material and workmanship
the night. 'P ray? Why should he the years preserved Its die-hard con meaning to suffer ill treatment at guaranteed.
pray? He had sworn to kill Pascual, servatism and is recognized as the or many hands, Is derived from a form of
military punishment once in vogue, in [JARRY M. PRICE
and God would not blame him for gan of the British aristocracy.
CONFECTIONERY AND LIGHT LUNCH RESTAURANT
which the culprit, stripped to the
killing, no matter what the padre or
waist, was obliged to run repeatedly
P ain ter and Paper=hanger
the Americans said. He would die
Natural Supposition
Cigars
between two lines of soldiers facing Clamer Ave., COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Es
Ice Cream
Tobacco
without sleeping or praying, and he
The fair, but Inexperienced angler
would show the people of El Poro how on her first fishing trip cast into the Inwards, each one of whom struck at timates and samples furnished. Good
Fresh O ysters
him with a short stick or switch. The Work, right prices.
a Bunagan could die.
It was very dark now, and all he swirling pool and promptly felt a vig custom is said to have originated in
Families Supplied
could see was the tip of his cigarette orous strike. She shrieked delighted the “Thirty Years’ War,” (1618-1648)
L. WIEN
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Near R. R. S tation
when It flared up as he puffed it. He ly and the guide came dashing to the and to have been adopted by the Eu
rescue.
“What
is
it?”
he
cried.
“A
ropean armies- as a mode of punish
could hear the sentry pacing outside,
M anufacturing Optician
□iss tysvir/SvibstitygvltlSfUyS?!
and after a while he heard a bugle salmon?” The fair angler glanced ment. The word “gantlqt" does not No. 9 North Charlotte street, Pottstown,
over
her
shoulder.
“Y-y-yes,”
she
derive
from
the
iron
gloVe,
but
from
Pa. Twenty-four hour service. Broken
blowing, and the wind swishing
through the palm trees, but he was stammered. “I s-s-suppose so. At the Swedish word gatlopp, meaning lenses duplicated. Fram es repaired. 3|5|4t
least,
that’s
w-w-what
my
fishing
li
“a running down a lane.”—Exchange.
going to die at noon tomorrow and did
cense c-c-calls fori”
MRS. L. S. SCHATZ
not care what happened.
What was that? Did he hear some
Collegeville, Pa.
Variation in Story
Peculiar Division
thing rustle outside the bamboo wall?
Hemstitching
Buttons Covered
Leon Bloy, to whose memory a
It was a strange noise, and the sentry
***** W
H m
w „
Out of the mouths of babes and suck
Long semi-elliptic springs—-dry plate dine
All Kinds of Dress Goods
heard it, for he stopped his pacing for lings may be perfected definition as monument has been erected In France,
Bell
Phone
Collegeville
34-r-3
clutch, requiring no lub rication—extra
a minute. It must have been a snake well as praise. For example, there was a deep student of ingratitude. One
or a tree toad.
strong rear axle w ith banjo-type housing—
SW s
Is the case of the teacher who,<at the day a. lady asked him If the children
The sentry resumed his monotonous close of the reading lesson, was ques of this era were usually ingrate. “Yes, JJARRY J. MOSER, JR.
handsome
Fisher bodies on closed m odels
W e a th e ^ T
walk and Matias puffed his cigarette. tioning her class on the subject matter madame. Allow me to tell you a story.
—all
models
finished in beautiful colors o f
There it was again! It was almost thereof. “What is an oyster?” she There was a young villager who want Painting and Interior D ecorating
at his feet and just outside the split asked. “Please, miss,” replied the ed to leave the parental roof, and who
D uco—one piece W type windshield on
SCHWENKSVILLE, Pa. Estim ates furn
Q t£ rC% fin ish ia
bamboo wall. It was a boring sound, bright boy of the class, “it’s half a pestered his ■father into dividing up ished
closed models!
free. Work guaranteed 7|30|25|lyr
And
ever n * % e n t ft,
and it came when the sentry was at fish and half a nut.”
the family live stock and giving him
the-farther end of his beat. He put
hhf share—” “I know that story,” in
These are but a few o f the quality features
ft?
his hand on the wall and felt It trem
terrupted the lady. “It is the parable
Menhaden
Fish
Defended
o f construction o f the new Chevrolet—
ble. What could It be?
the Prodigal Son. Subsequently he
Menhaden fish, the oil from which of
features that you w ould expect to find
It stopped as the sentry came past
fbit,
t" .
«
returned,
repentant,
to
his
father’s
has many commercial uses, is also an
only on high priced cars.
again. Then the stealthy sound began excellent food fish though as yet un home!” “No, madame,” said Bloy. “In
my
story
It
Is
the
pigs
that
return.”
again when the sentry was at the oth popular because of its great number
& S “ ‘525 c.»p- * 715 co«k-«735 s»u.-<825
er end of the guardhouse.
of bones. Food experts, however, are
.... . . Tlrw and
“Matias,” came a gentle whisper.
overcoming this by grinding the fish,
First Egyptian King
Balloon Tlr«* and Special
Balloon Tiros mmdi
30in. k 3Vi in. Tiro
A rtillery
“Yes,” hissed Matias, quivering with bones and all, so as to make a fish
Di,o Wheels Stand* Wheel,
Wheel S tan d ard
Disc W h«l« Stands |
With Artillery Wheels
According to Greek authors, as well
ard
Equipment
Equipment
ardEquipmcni ■
excitement.
meal or powder, in which form it can as according to the Egyptian list of
A ll prices /. o. b. Flint, Michigan
“Here Is a bolo—meet me at the be converted Into cakes and eaten kings, the first king who ruled over More Headaches are relieved with
dead palm tree in the barrio—be care easily.
the Nile valley was Menes, called glasses than with medicine. This is
Ca£ow «er wh0T ^
S
ful—you have a long time to cut—I
Mena in Egyptian. His family came a very simple remedy but effective.
will be waiting.”
teste toished vrith *it
shop6®" .D“co
Badgers' Work a Menace
from Tenl, a spot in middle Egypt, Come and see us.
By all the holy saints 1 Who could
fjm
Badgers spend most of their time which formed a certain religious cen
A. B. PARKER & BRO.
it be that was bringing the much- digging out the burrows of the flicker- ter of the kingdom down to a late
desired bolo? Who was bringing him tail or ground squirrel and feasting on period. Menes was the founder of
Optometrists
sweet life? With a sharp bolo he the fat occupants. Thus, while doing the “so-called first dynasty of Egypt
210
Dekalb
St., NORRISTOWN, Pa.
could cut his way to freedom easily.
the greatest service to the ranchman (4400-4133 B. C.) Tradition represents
Matias felt along the wall cautious their big burrows on the prairies are him as the builder of the great city
ly and his hand encountered the hilt a menace to every horse and rider on of Memphis.
Girls who seek to be in style should
Jor Economical Transportation
of a great bolo, thrust through a hole the plains.
be well tanned. We know a lot of
In the wall. Inch by inch he drew It
them who certainly need it.—New Or
Inward, and the blade cut its way
Explaining the Boosters
leans States.
S. B. TYSON
Engineering
Term
landes
through the bamboo strips noiselessly.
“One thing I can’t understand," re
She (at the m irror)—“Oh, dear,
y EPKE'S,
i Pa
The term “four-cycle,” used in con marked Jones to his neighbor, Smith,'
TRAPPE,
PA.
Sometimes
he
took
ten
minutes
to
Phone 33-r-2
Phone 66.
who would think it—I’m approaching
cut through a strip of bamboo the size nection with an internal ’combustion as they walked home one evening, “is 30.” Her friend—“Patience, my dear;
i*2 Coll,
eSevi]ie
of his finger. When a dog barked he engine, means that there are four pis what has happened to all the boosters
®x cban ge.
A high-class barber was trying to
gained a couple of Inches—when ton strokes for the accomplishment of that used to Infest this town.” Smith from now on you’ll start getting far
Employer—Really, Tompkins, your
talk golf to a rough customer. “Don’t figures are disgraceful. Just look at
‘Taps” sounded he cut a slit a foot the processes in the engine.' These laughed. “That’s easy to explain,” he ther away from it.”—Paris Le Rirei
“I think that pretty co-ed is learn care nuttin’ about da game,” declared that three, anyone would take it for
long in the wall. In an hour his little strokes are termed the intake stroke, replied. “It’s like this. All the boost
door was complete, and when the sen the compression stroke, the power ers who haven’t sold their real estate ing to love the professor.” “I notice the rough. This so upset the barber a five.” Clerk—“It is a five, sir.” Em
she is dropping off in her other stud that he sliced into the rough.—Louis ployer—“Well, I should have sworn it
try went around the .guardhouse he stroke and the exhaust stroke.
lave bought some.”
ies.”—Louisville Courier-Journal.
ville Courier-Journal,
was a three.”—Pearson’s Weekly,
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of the School District of Collegeville,
IS HE NOBODY?
FEEDING SHOATS!
Montgomery county, for the school year
(Continued from page 1)
ending, July, 1925.
*
David
ABebaugh,
off
Norristown,
On Saturday evening, August .8, Mr.
“Nobody from nowhere” will be
Mr. A. Heyser .Detwiler was host
RECEIPTS
and Mrs. J. U. Francis, Sr., celebrated was a visitor here, Sunday.
to -the following relatives at the buried in Reading today. It is thir
on hand, July 1924 .. $ 592.84
Will be sold at private sale at my stock- Balance
their fifty-eighth wedding anniver
loans* ...............................
1,200.00
Miss Anna Brower is spending sev Spring Mountain House, Schwenks- teen days since he killed himself at yard,
Perkiomen Bridge, on THURSDAY, From
9,320.13
sary at their home along Egypt road. eral days with her grandparents in ville, on Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. John the United States hotel in that city. AUGUST 13, 1925.,; 125 thrifty feeding Taxes,
Non-resident tuition, .........
13,513.75
They received 58 gladiola blooms of Swamp.
State
appropriations.....................
4,356.27
Fry and daughters, of Akron, Ohio; He called himself “Nobody from No shoats.
JONAS P, FISHER.
Other receipts, ............................
232.68
various colors from their •children.
Mrs. John B. Keyser and daughter, of where” and all efforts to find for him
Miss
Elizabeth
Bare,
of
Oaks,
spent
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
receipts...................
.$29,215.67
Total
Jeffersonville, Miss Ellen Detwiler, of another name have failed. So, t(oday
FOR SALE—Three-burner oil stove in
J. U. Francis, Sr., Mrs. Jay Francis, Sunday,with Miss Helen Quay.
EXPENDITURES
Rahns, and Mr. and Mrs. E. LeRoy they’ll tuck his body under the ground very good condition. Apply to R. J. CARDof Lebanon,- Misses Since and MarthThe Men’s Improvement Association Detwiler and daughters and Robert of potters field and he’ll become an WELL, First avenue, Collegeville. 8|13j3t General Control (A)
Secretary, .. ............................... $ 90.00
alla, of Lebanon; Mr. and Mrs. J. U. will hold their annual festival in Detwiler, of town.
other member Of that silent company
Treasurer..............................
60.00
FOR SALE—.Three-burner oil stove;
Francis-, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Thos. E. Kolb’s field, Saturday, evening, August
Attorney................................
10.00
of
human
derelicts
who
were
broken
cabinet
top.
Price
reasonable.
Apply
to
The
Republican
voters
.of
the
bor
Tax Collector, 2years ............
409.50
Francis and daughter Elnora, Mr. and 22. A Ford automobile will be pre
1. Glenwood avenue, Collegeville,
by the rough seas of life and stranded NO.
4.00
Auditors, ...................................
Pa.
8!612t
Mrs. Herbert Francis, Mr. and Mrs. sented to the one holding the lucky ough will meet at the fire hall next there.
Compulsory edu. &census, ..
27.00
Monday evening at 7 o’clock, s. t., to
Arthur Francis, Mr. and Mrs. Paul number.
Other
expenses...................
93.60
There will be no funeral for “No
FOR SALE—Unadilla silo, 12 x 36;
formulate a ticket for the primary
Francis, Mrs. Mary Fielding, all of
Total...............................
$694.10
body” and none will cry over his little used, in perfect condition. Address:
Miss Gertrude Detwiler entertain election.
HARRY F. WENDEL, near Graterford, Instruction (B)
this place; Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Fran ed about 25 of her friends at her
■grave. None of-the costly trappings P. O. address, r. d. 1, Schwenksville.
Salaries of teachers, ................. $13,716.72
cis and family, of Collegeville; Mrs.
Mrs. Hazel Knoll spent Sunday with with which, men" surround death to Phone 47-r-ll, Schwenksville.
7|30|4t .
Textbooks....................................... 1,246.33
Enos Deery and daughter, Miss Thel home Wedsenday evening.
Supplies ................
1,085.87
Mr. and Mrs, James McGranham>:of lend it something of magnificance will
P. A. Wanner, captain of police of East Greenville.
ma Deery and Mr. Arthur Vansant, of
SALE—Pasture for cows. Apply
Total.............................................$16,047.92
go with hip body. No songs will be to FOR
BAYARD M. HEDRICK, Phoenixville
Fort Washington. The guests were the Pennsylvania Railroad, was a
Operation (D)
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Longacre, of sung, no organ play a requiem for his road, near Upper Providence Square. 7|23|4
Wages of janitors........................ $ 890.00
treated to wedding cake and ice business visitor liere, Monday.
sad soul. No minister will recite the
Fuel, 2 years, ........................
843.31
Phoenixville,
and
Miss
Susie
Custer,
Janitor’s supplies........................
207.68
cream.
FOR
SALE
OR
RENT—Lots
for
sale;
William Williams and family were of- Norristown, spent Sunday with deeds of his life or offer prayer that Camp Sites for rent, on Perkiomen at
Other expenses............................
631.37
Mrs. Maurice Davis and daughter visitors to Falls of French Creek on Miss Clara Miller.
his sins be forgiven. “The dead wa Yerkes. Also good farm, running water,
2,572,36
Total................................
orchard,
&c.
G.
CARROLL
HOOVER,
Anna Margaret joined Miss Kathryn Sunday.
gon”'will carry him to his grave; not Atty., 502 Swede Street, Norristown, Pa. Maintenance (E)
_
*
Sunday school and church services
Baldridge in Philadelphia on Sunday
Repairs, . . . . . : ...............* ......... $1,562.11
June 14-Sept 1.
The; Upper Providence school board will be conducted at the regular hours even a hearse will make the trip. For Bell phone 1348w.
Fixed Charges (F)
use here he is still “Mr. Nobody from
for a visit to their respective homes met in the Mont Clare schoolhouse
State Retirement Board, . . . . $1,001.88
FOR SALE—Pure cane molasses; But
in Milesburg and Fort Matilda. Mrs. Monday evening. A number of resi in St. Luke’s Reformed church on Nowhere.”
Insurance, .........
352.68
termilk, bbls. and.half bbls,; Salt: Lump,
Sunday,
August
16.
Other expenses, . .........
65.87
But no one.can ever be “Nobody” agricultural, dairy arid fine; Beet Pulp,
Davis will be gone two weeks.
dents from this place, -with their at
Concentrates, etc.
COLLEGE
Preaching service will be held in and everybody comes from “Some Grains,
Total, ...................................... $1,420.43
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Olsen enter- torney L. L. Deininger. were present,
VILLE MILLS.
12-4
Debt Service (G)
tertained over the week end Mr. and for the purpose of learning what de the United Evangelical church on where.”
Payment of interest on
Men who appreciate th e u tm o st in q uality in
There
must
be
somewhere
in
this
Sunday,
August
16,
at
2.30
p.
m.;
short .loans, .................. ......... $ 306.60
Mrs. R. Reavertsen and family, of cision had been made by the school
FOR
RENT—An
apartment
with
6
Payments
of
short
term
loans,
1,700.00
se p a ra te tro u s e rs will a n sw er th is call.
board on consolidating the Port Provi Sunday School at 1.30 p. m.; C. E. world a man or a woman to whom rooms; electric and gas fixtures. Apply
Philadelphia.
“Nobody” was somebody". It may be at HORN’S STORE, Fifth and Park ave
Total, ...................................... $2,006.1>0
dence and- Oaks school. They, how at 7.30 p. m. Everybody welcome
nues,
Collegeville,
Pa..
’Phone
150-r-3.
8|6|3
On Saturday afternoon Mr. and
that some tired-faced old woman still
Grouped in four g re a t price divisions is
Ca# r gr S , (H). ...................
$4,800.00
Mrs. Irvin H. Campbell and children, ever, were held off for a few days
mourns for a son long unheard from
until
the
directors
have
a
little
more
REAL
SERVICE!
WANTED—Men
and
women
to
repre
qf this place, and Miss Fanny CampTotal ..................
$4,800.00
p rac tic a lly o u r en tire sto c k of se p a ra te
To this mother “Nobody,” whatever sent a Company of national reputation
time to think over the matter. A
............. .
b'ell, of Conshohocken, left by auto for month’s
Omaho, Neb., Aug. 8.—Speaking of drove him to suicide, ,is somebody wages $4 per day, guaranteed. Address Total(A,AllB, Payments
C, D, E, F, G, H) . . . . $29,103.52
deliberation seemed to be in
tro u s e rs (Blue and black serg es excepted).
BOX 34 Whitemarsh, Pa.
8|13-lt
Ohio. They have a camping outfit
Balance on handJuly, 1925 .........
112.1b
adequate' time for several of the di service. . . . That' commodity was Perhaps somewhere a younger woman
with them and will camp along the
$29,215.67
delivered in liberal quantity by Oma cries in her heart and to her “Nobody
WANTED—Farms and properties, lo
At each m arking you a re a c tu a lly given m ore
way until their destination is reach rectors.
ha Post of The American Legion here is terribly, terrifically somebody.
cated anywhere, wanted. Three per cent,
SINKING FUND ACCOUNT
ed. They will be gone about two
commission. Write for blank. SMITH
But
it
may
have
been
the
very
recently.
It
happened
this
way.
Receipts
th a n you expect, w ere it not for o u r h o n est
WHEAT FIELDS OF .COUNTY IN
FARM AGENCY, 1407 W, York street,
weeks.
Bal. July ’24 ...............................
J. L. Rice, adjutant of the Legion death of such a near and dear person Philadelphia, Pa.
■ 3|12|lyr.
Current
funds
................
'.
.
.
.
J
.
.
.
l,434.bl
endeavor to clear o u r p rese n t sto c k .
POOR CONDITION
Post at Duchesne, Utah, traveling on which made “Nobody” kill himself
The camping party composed of Po
Other sources .......................
37.5b
lice Williams and Mr. Kurtz, of PhoeMany farmers of the county are a stretcher in a Pullman drawing Even so, he couldn’t be 1‘Nobody.” ' FARMERS TAKE NOTICE—Wanted!
Total ..............
$3,206.83
fat hogs. Will 1>ay $20 per hundred
nixville, who have been spending the confronted with a serious problem in room, passed through here on his way There is no person living, be he rouge dressed.
Expenses
Phone, Schwenksville, 23. W. G,
of
darkest
hue,
who
has
not
at
some
Payment of Bonds ................ • • • $2,500.00
last two weeks along the Perkiomen not having a good stand of grass in to Rochester, Minn., to be operated
ZIEGLER & SONS.
7|30|6t
Interest..............................................
5°°-ou
time in his life made a deep and last'
below Oaks, came to a happy end on the wheat field. The dry weather on at the Mayo brothers’ hospital.
A telegram from the Department of ing impression for good upon another
Friday evening with a watermelon during the early spring was very
ESTATE NOTICE—Estate of Edwin C,
Total.......................................... *siKfi*83
late of Lower Providence, Mont Bal. July, ’25 .................................. $156.83
and toasted marshmallow social. harmful to the grass seed that was Utah was received at Omaha Post mortal so that his memory will al Custer,
gomery county, deceased.
*Do not Include money borrowed or paid
About twenty visitors were present sown at that time. A lot of farmers headquarters requesting that Rice be ways linger with that person.
Letters testamentary on the above es
back the same year.
tate
having
been
granted
the
undersigned,
Every
human
being
every
day
met
at
the
train
here
to
cheer
him
up
from nearby places. Games and are making inquiries from the Coun
We hereby certify that we have ex
all
persons
indebted
to
said
estate
are
other amusements were enjoyed. Mu ty Agent as to how to handle the Miss Veta Pickard, president of the touches the lives of others. A word requested to make imVnediate payment, amined the above accounts and find them
correct,
and that the ^securities of the
nurses’ division of the post; Edith once said is like a stone in a puddle and those having legal claims to present officers of
sic was furnished by the guests.
wheat fields.
the board are In accordance
the same without delay to .HENRY E,
which
sets
up
rings
which
travel
to
CUSTER, executor, Collegeville, Pa„ R. F, with law (Section 2613).
County Agent advises two methods Daugherty and Ernestine Larson and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Spackman and
ROBERT K. MOYER,
the limits of the pond. One kindly D. No. 1 or his Attorney J.‘ STROUD
W. R. LANDES,
family spent Monday in Reading the that are practical under our condi Acting Adjutant Weinberg formed word sometimes, somewhere dropped WEBER, Collegeville, Pa., R. F. D. No. 1.
the
delegation
which
met
Rice.
July
24,
1925
'
.Auditors
8|6|6t
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Berk- tions. For fields that have no tim
from
the
lips
of
the
man
who
called
The nurses served a delicious egg
othy
or
clover,
he
suggests
that
the
ey and family.
fields be plowed or disced immedia nog; they gave the weary traveler an himself “Nobody” beyond a doubt
ANNUAL AUDITORS’ REPORT
Mrs. Wm. L. Walker, of Phoenix- tely and grass seed mixture consist alcohol rub; and' after he had been helped to change the whole life of an
COLLEGEVILLE
Of the School District of Lower Provi
. ville, spent Thursday with Mrs. C. I. ing of clover and timothy be sown carefully moved to-a wheel chair, they other person. We are, in spite of
dence, Montgomery county, for the school
Walker, of this place.
year ending July, 1925.
some time during the middle of Au took him for a trip around the station ourselves, our brother’s keeper. To
the
man
or
the
woman
or
the
child
grounds.
Several
telegrams
were
dis
RECEIPTS
Miss Emily Hedricks, of Mont gust. Several farmers of the county
Balance on hand, July, 1924 ---- $ i l i ' i s
Clare, spent Monday with her aunt, practice this system every year and patched for Rice, and in other ways that “Nobody” in his life helped he
will always be “Somebody.” And this
Mrs. Wm. Levis.
State ’appropriations ....................
while it makes additional work, the his comfort was looked after.
Other receipts; .............................. y,4ou.ow
“Say, young man, what is this outfit time, the chances are that there were
practice*
of
seeding
during
the
middle
Miss Kathryn Boyer spent Monday
many
to
whom
“Nobody”
was
some
Total receipts............................ $38,836.29
of August makes a better and cleaner that you represent?” asked a middlein Philadelphia.
body. If not, then for what reason
EXPENDITURES
quality of hay for the next season. aged traveler of Weinberg.
“We’re from The American Legion did he conceal his identity?
On Sunday Mrs. Louise Smith and This practice is recommended on
neecrr ^ r r°1. ^ ). ........................$ "
s
It is almost impossible to imagine
IF YOU SPEND all your money, %Treasurer.........................................
daughter Miss Francis Smith, Misses fields that show no stand of grass. and we were asked by another Legion
Attorney............................................
‘ b.uu
Florence Keyser and Rebecca Keyser, If the soil is sour a light application post to meet our comrade here,” said a person of no earthly use or good—a somebody ’else will deposit it and re
Tax Collector, ....................... • • • “41.28
nobody, and yet even if we could pic ceive the benefits that you should
of this place; Mrs. Geo. Bishop, of of lime will, be helpful in getting a Weinberg.
Auditors ................................ • ■• •
18.44
Compulsoryedu. & census..................35.00
“Well, I’ve belonged to the biggest ture such a person still this man could have.
Norristown and Mr. Carl Karr, of good stand of clover.
No c a rfa re paid during sale
Printing
...............................'........
93.55
fraternal organization in the world not be “Nobody from Nowhere,” be
Center Point spent the day at RiverPART OF THE MONEY th at you ' Other expenses inc. Postage
There are a large number of fields for years and I’ve seen many things, cause the example of his shameful
POTTSTOWN, PA.
■
37.75
and Advertising ................
view Beach.
and portions of fields that contain a but the service you people have done death and his shameful burial has earn should be laid away—you can put
Total.............................. ............ $1,251.02
it in our savings department and have
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Buckwalter, of light stand or sprinkling of young
this man in the few minutes’ time somewhere stayed the hand of an it set to work earning interest and Instruction (B)
Trooper, spent Sunday with Mrs. plants. These fields can be improved for
Salaries of teachers.....................$12,154.41
between trains beats anything I’ve other and prevented another suicide.
Textbooks.................................. .
"“2.U0
Buckwalter’s parent, Mr. and Mrs. J. by an application of barnyard manure ever seen before. You certainly must If in no other way, then by .his death you will be surprised how1 quickly it
Supplies...............
................. • • • - 523.32
I. Bechtel.
applied within the next six weeks. have a great organization,” said the “Nobody” did th at good which to grows.
Other expenses inc. High School
Tuition and Institute ........... 6,830.01
BUILD UP a bank account to call
Mrs. Wm. Keyser and daughter The manure has a tendency to stimu traveler. ______ ' '
some person will forever make him a
late
existing
plants
and
will
assist
the
upon
when
needed.
Total.............................................
$19,069.74
May, of this place, were week end
somebody of importance.
Auxiliary Agencies (C)
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Yerger, Stowe. germination of grass seed that is in From The Philadelphia Record.
“Mr. Nobody from Nowhere” fooled
Promotion of health................... $ 33.04
the soil or carried in manure.
Transportation............................... 2,542.41
the folks in Reading and his memory COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
Mrs. Wallace McFarlan is spending
CROP PROSPECTS
Other expenses inc. chairs for
The choice of either practice will
is
pleasant
in
the
heart
of
someone
Commencement .........
i “-““
a few days camping with Mr. and depend on the stand of grass. It is
We pay 3 per cent, interest in our
It may please people in and around somewhere. No man can fool Life
Mrs. Victor Buzzard below Oaks on highly important that either one of
Total.................................. ~ .T $ T ,592.10
the Chicago-'Board of Trade to talk and Death and Mr. “Nobody from No Savings Department on Certificates of
<D)
the Perkiomen.
the two recommendations should be about $2 wheat, but as the 18 prin where” is “Mr. Somebody from Some Deposit, 3% per cent, if left one year. Operation
W ages of jan ito rs.........................$ 409.50
F
uel.................
946.18
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Frank followed as clover is a very important cipal wheat-growing countries in the where” even if his coffin is a pine box
Janitors' supplies......................... • 221.75
Weaver motored to Philadelphia and crop of Montgomery county farmers Northern Hemisphere promise 2.2 per and the earth about it the mould of
Other expenses, inc. Water, light
and telephone.............................
297.05
g
spent the day with Mrs. Weaver’s and one that should not be neglected. cent, larger crops than last year there the potters’ field.
1
brother and family Mr. and Mrs. Geo
Total..........................
$1,874.48
seems to be a good deal of imagination
Maintenance (E)
Miller.
in talk of war prices. These 18 coun
Repairs, ........................................? 477.1 <
PENN STATE TEACHER IS
FARM CALENDAR
tries produce three-fourths of the
Fixed Charges (F)
Mrs. Kate Miller, who had been
can
be
purchased
at
State Retirement Board, ..........$ 796.2“
KNOT-TYING SPECIALIST Northern Hemisphere crop, and next
Don’t Neglect Farm Records—
spending some time at the same place
Insurance, ....... ...........................
65&.&&
Keeping
farm
records
is
one
of
the
winter
we
shall
have
the
crops
of
the
Graber’s
Bakery,
Collegeville
Other expenses inc. School
A majority of the farmers of Penn
returned to her home, Sunday even
Journal................................
3.00
Scheuren’s Barber Shop, Collegeville
sylvania who have visited the Penn Southern Hemisphere. Argentina has most important activities on a suc
ing.
Muche’s Barber Shop, Collegeville
cessful
farm.
Don’t
neglect
them
seeded
a
record
acreage
of
winter
Total.............................................
1,452.48
“There is no industry, however vast, that will be of greater
Mrs. Clyde Freece and Mrs. C. I. sylvania State College agricultural wheat, and/the outlook in Australia is during the busy season.
Kanfholz’s Store,
Eagleville
Total Current Expenses
importance to the welfare of America, during 1925-26, than that
(A, B, C, D; E, F ).................... $26,716.99
Mrs.
Pngh’s
Store,
Trooper
Walker and sons George and Clair, school on Farmers’ Field Day each regarded as favorable.
Correct Data—Carefully measure
Debt Service (G)
which , is contributed by its private Business Schools.”
Wagner’s Store,
Trooper
spent Friday evening with Mr. and summer, have visited the knot tying
Payments to sinking fund, ..$1,173.44
These 18 countries do not include or estimate yields and acreages at
and
rope
splicing
instructional
demon
Duffield’s
Trooper
Payments of interest on bonds, .1,546.25
Mrs. John Howe and family at Paoli
harvest
time"
so
that
entries
in
farm
Payment of interest on short
,
•
Graduates of the
stration given by Professor W. R China and Russia. Very little is
Gresco’s, Sunnyslde Ave., Trooper
loans ..................................
lio.oo
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bevan -and White of the agricultural correspond known about China, and Russian in records will more nearly tell the cor
Burmlston’s,
Jeffersonville
Payments’ ofsh o rt term loans, 7,890.00
Lansdale School of B usiness
I Charles’,
Jeffersonville
family, of Royersford, Mr. and Mrs ence study department. _
formation is not very precise, but we rect story at the end of the year.
Total.......................................... $10,719.69
Identify Fruit—As fruit matures
Jack Bevan and family, of Phoenix“Farmer” White, as he is known at have had several reports from there
111111110 Capital Outlay (H)
Are Constantly in Demand
ville, were Sunday guests of Miss the college, is being hailed by his that the crop would be much better you will be interested in having the lllll
For buildings, . *.................... . • .$197.75
For equipments, Book Cases & i.•
Rachael Bevan and Mrs. Rena Lamb friends as the “champion knot spec than last year’s and that Russia would names of unknown varieties. Send
Accounting, Business Management and Secretarial Courses
Desks ..............................................166^06
several specimens to your County
kin.
Day
School Opens September 8----- Night School September 15
ialist” of the country, for he has no export" wheat instead of import it. Agent or to Paul Thayer, fruit spec
Total, .......................................... $363.81
Miss May Weikel, of Coatesville, less than 100 different kinds of knots While our wheat crop is about 193,- ialist at the Pennsylvania State Col
Total All Payments
M. enA-i(l
Send for Catalogue
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H ) , . . . . $37,800.49
Ford Ammonium Sulphate
spent the week end with her sister at his command. He also knows and 000,000 bushels below that of last year lege, State College, Pa.
the
Canadian
crop
promises
to
be
demonstrates no less than 45 hitches,
Miss Annie Weikel.
Balance 9n hand, July, 1925 . . . . $ 1,035.80
FERTILIZER
Strawberry Beds—The care given
about 113,000,000 bushels above that
SINKING FUND ACCOUNT
Correctly proportioned with Phosphate
Mr. Bertram Ashenfelter is im 13 splices and 19 braids. He has two of last year. Most of the European the strawberry bed now will largely
Receipts
and Potash ready for home mixing.
proving slowly from the recent in large boards upon which are mounted countries will produce a little more determine the size of the crop next,
First National Bank Building, Lansdale, Pa.
Bal. July, ’24 ..................................
a specimen of each kind, a total of
Current
funds
and-Interest
............1,453.5b
W
heat
S
ta
n
d
ard
jury to his eye.
and import a little less than last year, year. A row well filled (but not too
Telephone 328
177 rope manipulations.
Pure separate ingredients to analyze
full) of well grown, vigorous plants
Total....................................~ 3 3 6 7 . i ?
Misses Elsie and Minnie Blackburn
Professor White started the study so that the prospect hardly points to
82—12—5. Car load, ton, or hundred
Expenses
this
fall
is
a
pretty
good
insurance
for
pound sample lots either for mixing or
have accepted positions with the of knot tying over ten years ago as a more than a continuation of good
Bal. July* ’25 ............................... $8,267.52
Ford Ammonium Sulphate alone.
Music Master Corporation at Betz hobby. He has read every book, bulle prices for wheat, without any re the 1926 crop.
RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES
Poultry
Y.
M.
C.
A.—In
order
that
Save
30%
Cost—Gain'30%
Yield
Resources
wood.
tin and article that he could secure on turn to prices inflated by the war, and
Bal.
July, ’25 ........................... $ 1,035.80
sustained by direct action of Con the cockerels may be cared for prop
Free
Soil
T
est
Val. school property .................. 115,000.00
Mr. Percy Stauffer, of Spring City, the subject. His “knot library”'con gress.
The Southern Hemisphere erly there should be a “Y. M. C. A.”
acidity, phospherous and potash
was a business visitor to Oaks on tains over a dozen books and bulletins comes along before the exportable on every poultry farm. This “Y. M. for
Total .................................. $116,035.80
with ton lot sales.
on
the
subject.
More
than
3000
farm
Liabilities
Thursday.
C.
A.”
for
the
young
bloods”
of
the
surplus
of
the
Northern
Hemisphere
Loans
unpaid, ........................... $ 1,000.00
ers, boy scouts and others have re
Wm. P. Young & Son
Bonds unpaid, ............................... 34,000.00
flock should consist of a luxurious
On - Saturday St. Paul’s Sunday ceived personal instruction in knot ty is exhausted.
Agricultural Chemistry — Soil Analysis
School held their picnic at Sanatoga ing and rope splicing from this man
Total.......................................... $35,000.00
During July winter wheat improved range with trees for shade, a fence
Fordson Power Farming
Number of Schools—4. Teachers—12.
Park.
The bus transported the who knows of no other collection that 12.000.000 bushels and spring wheat for restraint, and good grass on which
We hereby certify that we have ex
POTTSTOWN, PA. '
scholars.
is as large or varied. At a scout gath went off 13,000,000. There is some to feast.
amined the above accounts and find them
significance
in
the
fact
that
the
wheat
correct,
and that the securities of the
ering
in
New
England
his
display
won
Mrs. Jay Francis and daughters
officers of the board are in accordance
of Lebanon, are spending a few days first prize for the best knot display. which was earliest harvested, and re *V* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
with law (Section 2613).
garding which we have the fuller re *
JAMES M. SHRAWDER
with relatives in this place.
A. B. MIFFLIN
turns, justified an increased estimate *
A.
M. PEARLSTINE,
*
MEETS SCOUTS ON “ROOF OF
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Wagner, of
after there was time for some of the *
July 6,1925
Auditors.
Spring City, spent Sunday with his
*
threshing returns to be obtained.
THE WORLD”
FOURTH AVE. & CHESTNUT ST.
MORGAN C. WEBER, President
*
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wagner,
ROBERT C. DYSON, Treasurer
When we get equally full information *
JESSIE R. SLOAN, Secretary.
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt on his
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Mr. Bubb, a man from New Jersey expedition in Thibet, was recently sur about spring wheat we may find that *
who bought Mr. Harry Leopold’: prised to find a Boy Scout troop it did not go off so much in July as * MRS. M. L. DIETTERICH
2
place, is delivering the Sunday papers drawn up for his inspection upon his was thought.
I
You a re Headed in the Right
Corn
went
off
145,000,000
bushels
in
*”
in Oaks and vicinity.
AND
arrival in the little town of Leh, 12,- July, but even this leaves the crop *
Direction W hen you use
*
August Specials
000 feet high, in the Himalyas Moun a very large one. The present pros *
Home Coming Day to be Held at
“ BOSCO” Gasoline
*
tains.
Mineralava Mud Pack with
pects are for a crop more than half a
Green Tree Church
Users of “BOSCO” gasoline en WELDING
Colonel Roosevelt describes the in billion bushels greater than last year, *
Electric Massage . . . . $1.00
BY
The foruth annual' Home Coming cident in a recent letter to the Na
joy the smooth flow of power,
a little greater than the crop of 1922
a good u p - to - d a te
Day of the Green Tree church will be tional Scout office as follows:
rapid acceleration on hills, and W O T
Derma
Mastic . ............ $1.50
and substantially greater than the
be held this year on Sunday, August
freedom from knocking (pre-ignit(A Muscle Lifting Treatment)
“I have been travelling so fast that crop of 1919.
D R U G
S T O R E
30. All members, former member: news from the United States has
tion) on hard pulls ' which only
Oats promises* 95,000,000 bushels
and friends are invited to come. You never caught up to me. I am at Leh more than they did a month ago, but
Good Gasoline can give.
FACIAL AND SCALP
S h o u ld s e ll
road
will enjoy seeing many old friends in Ladak (Western Thibet). To get 155.000. 000 bushels .less than last
SPECIALIST
a fe j*
and worshipping once moge together here you have to cross the Western
For appointments ’phone
Sunday school at 10 o’clock a. m., d Himalyas. In all, this is about a two year. White potatoes promise a trifle
Bring
than a month ago, but 102,000,Collegeville 117-r-ll
s. t. Church at 11 o’clock-. Luncheon and one half weeks’ trip, horseback better
000 less than last year when the crop
Your
for you (prepared by the home ladies) and walking from the nearest, rail was exceptionally large. 'Hay (will be * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 3
A M o d e m S e rv ic e S ta tio n
FORMAN CRAIG BURKE
12 m. Afternoon meeting 2.30 p. m road. It is only a town of about
H
E
R
E
Special music, speeches, etc. Come 2,000 people. What was my surprise considerably less than a year ago, and
C tfle a e w /le , P e n n a .
“A man’s opportunities ar®
tobacco slightly less.
Political
for all day and invite others to come. yesterday to find a Boy Scout troop
We compound them just as
usually measured by his own
drawn up for my inspection. We are
your Doctor wants them com
abilities; his friendships by
Friend—“What’s the big box on the pOR DIRECTOR OF THE POOR
pounded ; th at is the right way.
STRUCK BY LIGHTNING MAN nearly 12,000 feet above sea level and front of your machine?” Automobilhis capacity for service.”
as far as I know this Boy Scout troop
A. D. HUNSICKER
Stop in and give us a call
REGAINS USB OF ARM
is the ‘highest’ in the world. It is ist—“That’s a camera for taking mov
We have an equipment and a
and
make yourself at home.
ing
pictures.
You
see,
I
go
so
fast
I
run
by
the
Moravian
missionary
here.
of
Upper
Providence.
Subject
to
Repub
Bakersfield, Calif., Aug. 11—Freak
lican rules. Primary election September
complete professional know
don’t
have
time
to
look
at
the
scenery
1
gave
the
troop
the
best
wishes
of
ish and wholly local, rain, thunder
15, 1926.
Telephone your wants and
our
American
scouts
and
they
in
turn
and
so
I
photograph
it
as
I
go
along.”
ledge th at renders our capac
and lightning set a new record for un
we will take care of them.
usual weather here today. More tljan asked me to give their regards to the —L’lllustration, Paris.
ity for service one of perfect
Philadelphia Market Report
.18 inch of rain fell within 45 min American scouts.
“I don’t believe psychoanalysis has
Bell Phone--Collegeville 150 r 2
fulfilment a service of har
FOR SALE
“I
found
out
they
help
a
lot
in
Leh.
if you w an t to BUY o r
utes and the lightning and thunder
practical efficiency of any kind.” I Wheat ......................... $1-48 to $1.60
mony and dignity.
For
example,
Leh
is
a
center
of
traf
were severe. A dust sterm swept the
do,” rejoined Miss Cayenne. “In sev Corn ............................. $1-23 to $1.27
MORTGAGES
fic betwen India, Thibet, and Turkes eral instances it has been known to
SELL A PROPERTY
northern part of the county.
Oats
..................................
53c
to
58c
JOHN
L.
BECHTEL
tan
when
the
snowbound
caravans
of
ON
FARMS AND RESIDENCES
The storm brought a measure of
prolong life.”—Washington Star.
Baled h a y ....................$18.00 to $21.00
ar, if you
IN MONTGOMERY AND PHILA.
good luck to Noah A. Myers, 67, who the North get over the passes in sum
The Ananias Club: “I want you to Bran ........................... $33.00 to $34.50
Funeral D irector
COUNTIES
has been suffering with paralysis in mer. Sometimes when these caravans see to it that not a word of my divorce
Want the Best Service in Prop
$10.00to $11.50 Fifth Ave. & Reading Pike, *
his left arm. While lying in his come in, the men get on sprees and gets into the newspapers,” said the Steers .................
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
SOUND INVESTMENTS—
erty or Automobile Insurance
Fat
cows
.....................
$3.00
to
$6.50
turn
their
animals
loose.
Then
the
tent, lightning struck the tent, hit a
GUARANTEED AS TO PRINCI
movie actress to her lawyer,—Cincin Hogs ........................... $14.00 to $16.00
Be Sure to Consult
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
metal cooking utensil and then struck Boy Scouts turn in and help. They nati Enquirer.
PAL AND INTEREST
Calves
......................
$12.00
to
$14.50
ic
catch
the
animals,
see
they
are
un
Myers. A spot about six inches in
JOHN A. JOHNSON
It was dear old Benjamin Franklin Sheep ......................... $3.50 to $8.00
$400.00 to $10,000.00
diameter was burned under his left loaded, and are of real assistance.”
Wife (after two weeks’ absence)—
One month and seventeen days were who said: “Proclaim not all thou Lambs ...................... $11.00 to $16.50
arm.
323 Swede street
“Oh, Bob, look at the garden! Just
HENRY W. MATHIEU
A physician declared that the pa required for the Colonel’s letter to knowest, all thou owest, all thou hast Live poultry ..................... 25c to 31c
Hub — “Well,
Fable: He was literate and nor see those weeds!”
Dressed
p
o
u
ltry
...............
29c
to
33c
reach
this
country.
Colonel
Roosevelt
nor
all
thou
canst.”
In
other
words
Phone 232
Norristown, Pa.
tient would recover, and Myers is
Collegeville 57-R 3 TRAPPE, PA.
mal and didn’t feel capable of writing what’s the m atter with them ? Aren’t
chiefly pleased that he has regained is a member of the Executive Board, Ben’s advice is do not talk too d—n Butter ............................... 40c to 48c a scenario.—Baltimore Sun.
they
th
rifty
?”—Boston
Transcript.
I
Eggs .....................................30e to 38c
Boy Scouts of America.
much,—New Orleans States.
the use of his left arm.

OAKS

987 Pair

Separate
Men’s
Trousers
Reduced
$2.95
$4.95

$1.95
$3.95

Odds and Ends

Palm Beach and Mohair Suits
now $8.95
All Men’s

NATIONAL M I

Straw Hats now $1.00

Do Your Own Banking

Keystone Cigars

Read This Quotation

[— YOUNGS FORMULAS—

Lansdale School of Business

SSeaut? Sboppe

WINKLER DRUGS

Anything

Everything

Prescriptions

WINKLER-DRUGS

**************************4
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TANK
DELIVERY
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